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ABSTRACT

Exploring Entity Relationship in Pairwise Ranking: Adaptive

Sampler and Beyond

Lu Yu

Living in the booming age of information, we have to rely on powerful information

retrieval tools to seek the unique piece of desired knowledge from such a big data

world, like using personalized search engine and recommendation systems. As one

of the core components, ranking model can appear in almost everywhere as long

as we need a relative order of desired/relevant entities. Based on the most general

and intuitive assumption that entities without user actions (e.g., clicks, purchase,

comments) are of less interest than those with user actions, the objective function

of pairwise ranking models is formulated by measuring the contrast between positive

(with actions) and negative (without actions) entities. This contrastive relationship

is the core of pairwise ranking models. The construction of these positive-negative

pairs has great influence on the model inference accuracy. Especially, it is challenging

to explore the entity relationships in heterogeneous information network.

In this thesis, we aim at advancing the development of the methodologies and

principles of mining heterogeneous information network through learning entity re-

lations from a pairwise learning to rank optimization perspective. More specifically

we first show the connections of different relation learning objectives modified from

different ranking metrics including both pairwise and list-wise objectives. We prove

that most of popular ranking metrics can be optimized in the same lower bound. Sec-

ondly, we propose the class-imbalance problem imposed by entity relation comparison

in ranking objectives, and prove that class-imbalance problem can lead to frequency
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clustering and gradient vanishment problems. As a response, we indicate out that

developing a fast adaptive sampling method is very essential to boost the pairwise

ranking model. To model the entity dynamic dependency, we propose to unify the

individual-level interaction and union-level interactions, and result in a multi-order

attentive ranking model to improve the preference inference from multiple views.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recommendation engines have become indispensable tools to satisfy users’ informa-

tion retrieval demands in many real-world applications, including e-commerce, social

media, academic search etc. The most common problem in these systems is to return

the top-k ranked entities (e.g., movies, products) according to a precise inference

of a user’s interest/preference [1, 2, 3, 4]. In order to better understand the interests

of users, online service providers (e.g., Netflix1, Amazon2, Twitter3) devote lots of

efforts to collecting users’ feedback from different sources. One of the most classical

methods is to allow users to explicitly rate items with a binary score or discrete score

typically ranging from 1 to 5. Ideally, a completed labelled dataset can be obtained

and presented as a user-item rating matrix, from which users’ interest can be inferred.

But the reality is that only a very small amount of ratings are available, as only a

small portion of items are often exposed to a user. For example, users will not buy all

products at Amazon.com, and not rate all products they bought, as it may take some

time to do it. Figure 1.1 (a) and (b) top parts show the examples of user-item rating

matrix with discrete and binary score, respectively. The missing values are shown as

“?”, which can cause the well-known data sparsity issue to recommender systems.

Since the explicit ratings are not easy to obtain, another group of methods at-

tempts to understand the interests of users by tracking their online surfing trajectory.

In contrast to the difficulties to collect explicit ratings from users, it is very cheap

1http://www.netflix.com
2http://www.amazon.com
3http://twitter.com
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U4: i3 > i1, i3 > i2, i5 > i1, i5 > i2, …

Binary rating feedback Implicit feedback

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 1.1: A toy example to show different kinds of user feedbacks and how to
extract pairwise training samples by considering their relative orders. (a) a rating
matrix showing the users’ preferences with discrete ratings ranging from 1 to 5, (b)
a binary rating feedback matrix, (c) an implicit feedback made by users.

to obtain massive number of implicit feedbacks (e.g., click a webpage, purchase a

product, listen to a song, retweet a post) generated by users through interacting with

the web applications. Although such kind of implicit feedbacks probably cannot ide-

ally present users’ preferences, they can still help to understand users’ activities in a

suitable way. In the top of Figure 1.1 (c), an implicit user-item feedback matrix is

presented.

1.1 Pairwise Learning to Rank Optimization

Although implicit feedbacks are easier to collect than explicit ratings, the data spar-

sity issue still exists. During a long period of time, lots of attention have been

dedicated to estimating the missing values in the user-item matrix by minimizing the

error between the predicted rating and true rating given by users. The true ratings

can act as the labels to guide the model learning process. Then recommendation
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results can be generated based on the estimated ratings for items that users have

not yet interacted or rated. Many kinds of methods have already been proposed for

the missing value estimation task. Most of them assumed that the unknown ratings

are missing at random (MAR). With this assumption, the missing values are sim-

ply ignored when constructing the estimation loss [5]. However, the missing values

can be caused by different kinds of reasons. For example, producers have millions

of items but they are not randomly chosen to push to users, and users will not ran-

domly watch/buy/click the items. Even watching/buying/clicking some items, users

may be not willing to rate them. The statistical theory of missing data shows that

incorrect assumptions about missing data can lead to biased parameter estimation.

In an early study [6], a strong evidence of violations of missing-at-random (MAR)

has been found in real recommender systems. They further explored the impact of

missing-not-at-random (MNAR) data on the collaborative prediction performance [7]

and demonstrated that considering the MNAR problem can improve the generaliza-

tion capability on missing value estimation task. Such a phenomenon has also been

observed in recent works [5, 8], where they define a propensity matrix (i.e. the prob-

ability of different ratings being observed) to reweigh the estimation error in the loss

function. Although the estimated missing values can be used to find items with high

ratings to recommend, a practical system can only suggest a small number of items

to a user, e.g., the top-5, or top-10. For the items with the same predicted ratings,

it would be difficult to decide their positions in the recommendation list. Recently,

top-k ranking is widely studied for returning the k most relevant items to a user.

In addition, the explicit ratings are not always available. The methods designed for

missing value estimation task might be not suitable to deal with scenarios with only

implicit feedback data [1].

Pairwise learning to rank is one of the most popular approaches for addressing

the top-k ranking problem [1, 9]. Instead of estimating the exact rating for unseen
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items with observed ratings contributed by users, pairwise learning to rank aims at

minimizing the number of cases where a pair of items has wrong orders relative to

the ground truth data. Since ranking optimization cares more about the relative

order between a pair of items, it is flexible to deal with various kinds of scenarios.

Taking the scenarios with only implicit feedback as an example, the ground truth

data can be constructed based on the assumption that items with user actions (e.g.,

clicks, purchase, comments) should have larger predicted score than those without

user actions, which can be formulated by measuring the contrast between positive

(with actions) and negative (without actions) items. As shown in Figure 1.1(c), for

one anchor user, a set of positive items are identified as those the user interacted, while

the remaining items are considered as negative items, as the user has no interactions

with them. Then the relative order of one positive item and one negative is represented

by the symbol >. For user u4, we observed that he/she interacted with item i3 and i5,

which can be regarded as positive samples and should be ranked higher than the rest

of negative items. The contrastive relationship is presented as i3 > i1, i3 > i2, i5 > i1,

i5 > i2, etc. With the contrastive samples, the objective of pairwise learning to rank

is to minimize the average number of violations in the partial order of a pair of items.

A violation in the ranking means that the predicted relevance score of a negative item

is larger than that of a positive one, for example, the predicted relevance score of i1

to u4 is larger than that of i3 to u4.

Modeling the contrastive relationship is therefore the core of pairwise ranking

learning. Besides applicable to implicit feedback, pairwise ranking optimization can

also be applied to learn correct orders of a pair of items in scenarios with explicit

ratings, where the contrastive relationships can be extracted according to the ratings

over items, as shown in Figure 1.1(a) and (b). In this thesis, we focus on analyzing

the pairwise ranking optimization with the contrastive relationships extracted from

implicit feedbacks, but the challenges revealed in this thesis can also be applied to
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deal with explicit rating feedbacks.

The construction of these positive-negative pairs has great influence on the model

inference accuracy [10, 11, 12]. The problem of positive-negative pair selection has

caused increasing attention in different domains (e.g. knowledge graph embedding [13,

14], language model [15] etc.) due to the class-imbalance issue: the number of positive

items is much less than the number of negative items. Several works have been

proposed to do positive data augmentation by leveraging the social theory [16] or

ordered behaviors in e-commerce [17]. However, such approaches heavily rely on the

given data. In contrast to augmenting positive samples, the mainstream focus still lies

at exploring strategies to under-sample negative ones. Sampling negative instances

can be categorized into two families: using static and dynamic strategies. Static

strategies usually select a negative sample according to a stationary distribution (e.g.,

uniform [1], exponential [10], power function over entity popularity [18]). Despite of

the effectiveness and efficiency of sampling from a stationary distribution, they ignore

the impact of relative order between positive and negative samples during the learning

processes.

Recently dynamic sampling approaches [11, 19] work by estimating the rank order

of positive samples by querying the ranking model to obtain an order-violation neg-

ative sample. Such strategies have shown their advantage on selecting vital negative

instances. However, it becomes increasingly difficult to sample a violated negative

instance as the learning moves forward [20]. It means that most of the computation

cost will be spent on finding a violated sample. Besides directly sampling according to

the value difference of an entity pair, several works try to play a minmax adversarial

game. More specifically, an additional agent (generator) aims to mimic the distribu-

tion of target model by selecting the most similar candidate to the ones picked out

by target model [14, 21]. However, they have to rely on reinforcement learning to

propagate the gradient back and are usually difficult to optimize. Different from pre-
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vious works, one interesting study tries to theoretically prove the influence of popular

neighbor effect on the robustness of negative sampling methods [15]. It shows that the

norms of the learned embeddings of those nodes with popular neighbors will be to-

wards infinite. Actually this finding has close connection to the gradient vanishment,

which will be shown in our recent research work (Chapter 4). As a solution, they

propose to regularize the model with l-2 norm and avoid sampling a negative candi-

date from the neighbors. In fact, such techniques used in [15] are already employed

in most of pairwise ranking models in very early works [1, 10].

1.2 Research Questions and Contributions

It is worth noting that combining the conclusions from all of the above mentioned

research, we can see that better pairwise ranking models can be learned by design-

ing better negative sampling methods to deal with the gradient vanishment, model

exploration issues. Dynamic sampling approaches are demonstrated very effective to

obtain better gradient momentum leading to partially alleviate the gradient vanish-

ment issue than static strategies. However, its computation complexity still remains

a big challenge. Because comparing with static strategies sampling from a stationary

distribution, dynamic strategies usually need over ten times of computation time.

That will be a significant drawback when we employ dynamic approaches to com-

plex but expressive ranking model, in particular deep ranking models. Facing such a

dilemma between precision and complexity, we have also several other questions to

ask: (1) what kind of potential mechanism makes the dynamic sampling approaches

flexible? (2) can a single sampling approach be applied to optimize different rank-

ing criterion? (3) can those adaptive samplers be applied to learn dynamic entity

relationships? These questions motivate us to systematically explore the principles

and methodologies behind the pairwise ranking optimization problem. In this the-

sis, we attempt to seek answers to the above questions by exploring several common
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challenges, summarized as follows:

• Entity ranking models are learned through independently optimizing different

ranking metrics. This problem can be regarded as ranking optimization

independency. We implemented theoretical analysis of their connections and

find that classical ranking metrics can be optimized with a shared lower bound.

• Entities in a graph often have imbalanced graph structure properties (e.g., de-

grees). Due to the limited number of observable interactions, pairwise ranking

models face serious class-imbalance issues between positive (observed) and neg-

ative (unobserved). When class-imbalance meets entity-imbalance, current

sampling methods often cause convergence issues in the ranking model opti-

mization process. We reveal the fact of resulted gradient vanishment problem

and propose an efficient Vital Negative Sampler (VINS) that explores entity

relationships for learning from class-imbalance.

• Interactions between entities are dynamic. Temporal dynamics among entity

relationship captures the evolving of user preference and enables recommenda-

tion systems to infer users’ up-to-date interest. We proposed to jointly model

the entity relationship at an individual level and a union level, which measures

the entity dependency in short sequential history and long general history, re-

spectively. As a response, we proposed a multi-order attentive model for cap-

turing temporally contextual user representation. In order to learn the model in

effective and efficient way, we demonstrated that the aforementioned negative

sampler can be applied beyond static relation graph.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The thesis is structured as follows to address the above-mentioned challenges:
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• Chapter 2: Preliminary and Background. In this chapter, we will give an

overview of background knowledge that will be used in this thesis.

• Chapter 3: Unified Ranking Optimization. As a response to ranking op-

timization independency problem, we study the connections between different

optimization objectives that are directly modified from top-k ranking metrics

(i.e. mean average precision (MAP), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), AUC) to

capture users’ preferences over items from implicit feedback. Under assump-

tion that missing user-item relationship should be represented from a probabil-

ity perspective, we investigate smoothed modification of original discrete MAP

and MRR Loss, and find that they can share a same lower bound. However,

to optimize the derived unified optimization objective is still intractable due

to the massive of pair candidate samples. To efficiently learn model parame-

ters, sequential samples induced from random walk sequences are constructed

as positive samples, and a rank-aware dynamic negative sampling approach

is employed to select effective samples from massive possible candidates. As

the proposed method combines the characteristics of random walk and ranking

model, it is named WalkRanker.

• Chapter 4: Ranking Optimization from Class Imbalance Issue. To ad-

dress the class-imbalance issues in ranking model optimization, we first conduct

theoretical analysis and find that current sampling methods causes vertex-level

imbalance problem. We further demonstrate that the imbalance problem will

make the norm of learned embeddings of items towards infinite after a certain

training iterations, which can easily result in gradient vanishment and affect

the model learning results. We then propose an efficient Vital Negative Sampler

(VINS) to alleviate the class-imbalance issue for pairwise learning to rank, in

particular for deep learning models optimized by gradient methods. The core
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of VINS is a bias sampler with reject probability that will tend to accept a

negative candidate with a larger degree weight than the given positive item.

Evaluation results on several real datasets demonstrate that the proposed sam-

pling method can speed up the training procedure from 30% to 50% in different

models ranging from shallow to deep ranking models, while not downgrading

the model performance.

• Chapter 5: Ranking Optimization for Dynamic Entity Relations. This

chapter includes one completed study which develop ranking models to learn

from dynamic relations. In the completed study, we explore the temporal order

behind users’ interactions with different items, which implies the importance

of exploiting the transition dependency among items for better inferring what

a user prefers to interact in “near future”. The types of interaction among

items are usually divided into individual-level interaction that can stand out the

transition order between a pair of items, or union-level relation between a set of

items and single one. In this paper, we propose a Multi-order Attentive Ranking

Model (MARank) to unify both individual- and union-level item interaction into

preference inference model from multiple views. The idea is to represent user’s

short-term preference by embedding user himself and a set of present items into

multi-order features from intermedia hidden status of a deep neural network.

With the help of attention mechanism, we can obtain a unified embedding

to keep the individual-level interactions with a linear combination of mapped

items’ features. Then, we feed the aggregated embedding to a designed residual

neural network to capture union-level interaction.

• Chapter 6: A summary of our contributions and point some potential future

research directions.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries and Background

Before diving into the main content, we’d like to begin with an overview of the

preliminary knowledge which are closely related to this dissertation. In discussing

the background concepts, we cover some related works, but more depth can be found

in corresponding chapters to deal with specific challenges.

2.1 Item Recommendation

Recommender systems are born to offering personalization service through under-

standing users’ preferences over items. The complexity of recommendation task can

be different along with the given relational data. With a context-free user-item bipar-

tite graph, the problem will become to find an optimal solution from the user-item

interactions. If the event time is considered, temporal dynamics of user behavior

will be extended by item-item transition dependency. If side information (e.g., user

profile, item content, social network) is available, then multiple relational task can

be formalized for recommendation task. To simplify the discussion, we focus on the

key problem of recommendation, modeling user-item relation without considering the

side information. However, the discussed strategies in this thesis can be easily applied

to other settings.
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2.2 Interaction Graph Representation

Let G = (V,E, T ) represent a temporal interaction graph, where vertex set V = U ∪I

contains users U and items I. Each edge eui = {u, i} ∈ E denotes an interaction

between user u and item i. In temporal interaction graph, each interaction eui can

be associated with an event time points tui ∈ T . The recommendation problem is to

infer the unobserved links between user and item vertices. In particular, for a given

user u, the task is to retrieve the top-N relevant items as accurate as possible to hit a

given user’s interests. To measure the relevance score between users and items, it has

been a popular solution to map users and items to the same low-dimensional space,

as known as learning user and item vertex embeddings, which represent users and

items in the common space capturing their latent characteristics.

2.2.1 Vertex Embedding

As introduced above, the goal of vertex embedding is to learn a neural encoder

ENC(v) which takes the graphG as input, and maps all vertices into a low-dimensional

space so that vertex proximity in the graph G can be preserved in the embedding

space [24]. The vertex proximity in a graph generally refers to the neighboring po-

sition and the geodesic distance between nodes in the graph. The neighbor vertices

with direct links tend to have higher proximity to each other than those vertices dis-

tant on the graph in terms of geodesic distance, as shown in Figure 2.1. The vertex

v here can be either a user u or an item i. The encoder ENC(v) can be a shallow or

deep neural network. The “shallow” encoding is the simplest approach, that is, the

encoder is just an embedding-lookup operation and it can be defined as:

ENC(v) = vE,

E ∈ R|V |×d,v ∈ I|V |
(2.1)
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Figure 2.1: A toy example to demonstrate the embedding of user and item vertex in
a low-dimension space.

The E denotes the embedding matrix, where each row indicates a vertex embedding.

The total number of columns in E is d, which is the dimension/size of embeddings

and set by the application need. The vector v is an indicator vector with all zeros

except the column indexing the vertex v. There are different ways to learn the en-

coder ENC(v), mainly the embedding matrix E from the given graph G, including

matrix factorization [25], DeepWalk [26], as well as deep neural encoder like convolu-

tion neural network (CNN) [27], graph neural network (GNN) when vertex features

are available [22, 23]. The objective functions are usually defined as the least squared

error for rating prediction, classification error minimization, and neighborhood pre-

diction task. We next concentrate on the pairwise learning loss for learning the vertex

embedding vectors with the assumption that a pair of connected vertices should have

a larger proximity than the unconnected ones.

2.2.2 Vertex Embedding via Pairwise Learning

To learn high quality of vertex representation that can preserve user-item preferences,

one of the most popular solutions is to induce pairwise loss function from the given

graph from two perspectives. Firstly, without considering the temporal information,
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one can focus on pure user-item interactions. With the positive samples eui (edges

linking u and her/his positive items) and negative samples euj (non-existing edges

between u and her/his negative items), the objective function can be defined as

follows:

arg min
Θ

L(G) =
∑
u∈U

∑
eui∈E

∑
euj /∈E

`(eui, euj). (2.2)

where `(·) is the loss function comparing the positive and negative samples, e.g., hinge

loss, and Θ stands for the model parameters. The loss can be evaluated based on the

relevance between users and their positive/negative items. For example, the relevance

of eui is defined as xui =< ENC(u), ENC(i) >, where <,> stands for dot product

operation. Similarly, the relevance of euj is defined as xuj =< ENC(u), ENC(j) >.

If using hinge loss, `(eui, euj) = [xuj − xui + ξ]+. By minimizing the loss, ENC can

be learned to produce meaningful vertex embeddings that represent well the pairwise

relationship between users and items.

In the second type of model, temporal dynamics of user behavior are taken into

account by extending user-item relation with item transaction sequence as follows:

arg min
Θ

L(G) =
∑
u∈U

∑
eui∈E

∑
euj /∈E

`(eui, euj|Su,t<tui). (2.3)

where Su,t<tui denotes the transaction sequence of items that were interacted by user

u before time tui. For this case, the relevance score for a given edge eui depends on a

historical transaction sequence, that is, xui =< ENC(u|Su,t<tui), ENC(i|Su,t<tui) >.

From Equation (2.2) and (2.3), we can see that the recommendation problem is

formulated to learn ENC by minimizing the loss with given positive and negative

samples. The contrastive samples are determined by the graph G, and in fact cause

a big challenge of class imbalance. As shown before, the number of items with user

actions is much less than those without actions. That is to say, the number of un-

observed interactions euj /∈ E (negative) is usually larger than the observed eui ∈ E
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(positive). The imbalance between eui ∈ E and euj /∈ E in pairwise loss can be

regarded as the Edge-level Imbalance issue. More insight about the impact of

class-imbalance problem can be found in Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Gradient Vanishment

The success of deep neural network has to be owed to the advance of gradient based

optimization methods, especially the gradient backpropagation methods. With these

methods, the neural network’s weights receive updates by following the chain rule

to calculate the partial derivative of the error function. However, in some cases, the

gradient will be vanishingly small [28]. It is well known that chain rule equals to

multiplication operation over partial derivates of different layers. If the derivates in

certain layer become vanishing, then there will be no effective gradient to update the

model parameters. This is a common challenge for learning deep neural networks. In

our case, we focus on exploring the impact of entity relationship on the loss function

`(·). Take the `(eui, euj) = ln σ(xuij), where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x

as an example, if the

predicted score difference between positive and negative samples, i.e. xuij = xui−xuj,

is very large that σ(xuij) → 1.0, then the gradient will be towards to zero because

∂`
∂Θ

= ∂`
∂xuij

· xuij
∂Θ

, where ∂`
∂xuij

= (1 − σ(xuij)) → 0.0. In this case, the positive and

negative can be easily discriminated. The role of adaptive negative sampler aims at

finding those hard negative examples to generate meaningful gradients to update the

neural encoders.

2.3 Evaluation Metrics

In this thesis, we focus on studying the pairwise ranking optimization. Ideally online

A/B testing experiments with real industry data can help to better valid the proposed

solutions. However, it is costly and might hurt user experience if the tested models are

not good enough. An alternative choice to distinguish the characteristics of different
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methods is to evaluate the ranking performances offline with different ranking metrics

as follows:

• Precision [29]: it reflects recommendation accuracy of the top-N ranked items

generated by a specific algorithm:

Pre@N =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

|Ru ∩ Tu|
|Ru|

, (2.4)

where Ru and Tu denotes the predicted and testing items for a user respectively.

• Recall [29]: it measures the ratio of true rated items being retrieved in the top-N

ranked list, defined as follows:

Rec@N =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

|Ru ∩ Tu|
|Tu|

(2.5)

• F1 [29]: The F1 is a unified metric of precision and recall and can be defined as

follows:

F1@N = 2
Pre@N ·Rec@N
Pre@N +Rec@N

(2.6)

From the definitions mentioned above, we can see that precision and recall are single-

value metrics only based on the number of items returned by the system, but cannot

tell the order of returned items. While some metrics can assign different weights by

considering the positions. The weights have close relation to the positions and the

ground truth relevance of returned items. To this extent, we have many choices. In

this thesis, we mainly consider mean average precision (MAP), mean reciprocal rank

(MRR), and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), which are defined as

follows:

• NDCG [30]: the normalized discounted cumulative gain measures the ranking

performance by taking the position of correct items into consideration. We can
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first calculate NDCG for each user, then do average on them. Formally, NDCG

for a single user u can be calculated as:

NDCG@N =
1

Z
DCG@N =

1

Z

N∑
i=1

2I(r
i
u∩Tu) − 1

log2(i+ 1)
(2.7)

where I(·) is the indicate function, and Z denotes the ideal DCG.

• MRR [31, 32]: The mean reciprocal rank, which originally measures the inverse

rank of the first retrieved document, can be defined as follows.

MRR@N =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

N∑
i=1

I(riu ∩ Tu)
i

(2.8)

• MAP: The mean average precision is a weighted version of precision metric.

MAP@N =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

N∑
i=1

Pre@i× riu
|R̂u|

(2.9)
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Chapter 3

Unified Ranking Optimization

Providing personalized services has a core on inferring users’ future interest from

their historical preference. Usually users’ preferences over items could be encoded

as explicit ratings like starring items or in the case of implicit data of user-item

interactions (e.g., “user A clicks on or purchases item B”). Nowadays it is widely

acceptable to pay more attention on optimizing the rank of items from implicit data,

other than rating estimation [33]. This leads to a shift from rating estimation to rank

optimization. Inspired by learning to rank community, pairwise models towards rank

optimization are among the most popular top-N item recommendation techniques,

under the basic assumption that items without user actions (e.g., clicks) are of less

interest than those with user actions.

Most of the pairwise learning approaches [31, 1, 34, 12] separate items into positive

or negative set according to the first-order local structure, if representing observed

user-item interactions as a collaborative bipartite graph. It means that only direct

neighbors (i.e., items) connected to a user u are allocated to a positive set, while all

other items (not connected to u) are negative samples. Several issues might be raised

by such a separation.

1. The ratio of negative samples to positive samples is seriously imbalanced, as

users normally only have actions on a small portion of items. Especially, for

those cold-start users, too few positive samples could lead to insufficiently mod-

eling their preferences over items.
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2. Only observed user-item relations are taken into account to construct pairwise

samples, while those potentially useful but unobserved relations are ignored.

These ignored relations include i) unobserved but potentially helpful user-item

relations among users and items that are not directly connected in the bipartite

graph; and ii) high-order user-user, item-item relations. User-user similarity

and item-item similarity are essential for inferring user preference in collabora-

tive filtering. However, the current separation in pairwise models restrains the

consideration of high-order proximity.

Our goal in this study is to take multiple relations including user-item, user-

user and item-item relations, into the rank learning model for improving top-N item

recommendation.

To extract and measure multiple relations, we propose to generalize the 0/1 user-

item relations considered in standard pairwise models to probability-based user-item

relations (called probability relevance). From a probability perspective, we enable

unobserved user-item pairs to become potentially positive samples if they can be

connected indirectly in a bipartite graph. The introduction of probability relevance

drives us to revisit the definition of previous MAP and MRR Loss for recommendation

tasks where only binary relevance is considered. To smooth the newly defined loss

functions, we derive their lower bound and find that new MAP and MRR loss function

have the same lower bound. Therefore, we present a unified ranking model as an

alternative optimization objective. To efficiently learn model parameters, sequential

samples induced from random walk sequences are constructed as positive samples,

and a rank-aware dynamic negative sampling approach is employed to select effective

samples from massive possible candidates. As the proposed method combines the

characteristics of random walk and ranking model, it is named WalkRanker.
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3.1 Related Work

At early period of time, the mainstream of recommendation research has focused on

the rating estimation based on the explicit data [33, 35]. Recently many works have

began to adopt the idea of learning-to-rank to explore users’ preference on items from

ranking perspective [2, 1, 4, 36, 37]. In contrast to rating prediction, addressing item

recommendation as a ranking problem closely matches practical applications, but

still remains many challenges. A typical one is how to deal with missing data. Hu et

al. [4] proposed to weight unknown data with a prior value. Though the processed

feedback matrix becomes very dense, only observed feedback matters after math-

ematical transformation. Also learning-ratio-free feature inspires a series of works

such as [3, 38], which employ coordinate descent to reduce its computation complex-

ity and obtain state-of-the-art performance. From the pairwise learning community,

unequal relationship could be extracted between observed and unobserved feedback.

BPR [1] was a seminal research to model pairwise learning from Bayesian perspec-

tive. Later on, Rendle et al. [10] pointed out that the uniform sampling strategy

implemented by BPR could suffer from insufficient gradient updates, and proposed

an adaptive sampling method. Actually, before Rendle et al. [10], Zhang et al. [12]

discussed the sampling problem, and defined two types of dynamic sampling func-

tions. Weston et al. [11] defined order pairwise ranking loss and developed online

Weighted Approximate-Rank Pairwise (WARP) method, which can be applied to

various top-N learning problems, such as video recommendation [39], collaborative

retrieval [40]. Besides Bayesian pairwise preference defined in [1], several pioneering

works [41, 31, 42, 30] attempt to directly take ranking metric favoring top-N perfor-

mance as the optimization object. Shi et al. [31, 42] proposed to directly optimize

modified MAP and MRR Loss, but not utilizing rank positions of positive samples

and keeping the binary relevance assumption that leads to static positive and negative

sample set. RankMBPR [34] is the most related work to WalkRanker. However,
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Figure 3.1: Toy example shows observed user-item relationship and latent interac-
tions. (a) presents a bipartite graph derived from observed user-item interactions;
(b) shows a path from source vertex u1 to target item i5 ; (c) shows a path from
source vertex u1 to target item i2 ; (d) is an example path to show direct and indirect
user-item, item-item, user-user interactions.

WalkRanker has several advantages over RankMBPR, e.g., it unifies both MAP

and MRR Loss into a general pairwise ranking model, and proposes probability rel-

evance to make it flexible to capture more types of relations to tackle data sparsity

problem, especially for making cold-start recommendation.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Motivations

Let U and I represent the user and item set, respectively. User-item interactions

can be presented as a bipartite graph G = (V,E), where V = U ∪ I, and an edge

eij ∈ E only occurs between a vertex vi ∈ U and vj ∈ I, where symbol i, j denotes

the index for ith or j th vertex, respectively. Let N (vi) denote the neighbors of vertex

vi. Bipartite graph G can be represented as an adjacent matrix X ∈ {0, 1}|V |×|V |,

where each element Xij = 1 if edge eij exists, otherwise Xij = 0.

Motivations

Most of approaches for top-N recommendation task have two common features, i)

Only observed user-item interaction is taken into account, while those unobserved
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but potentially helpful relations are ignored; ii) Positive and negative samples are

statically separated, where observed feedbacks (i.e. vj ∈ N (vi)) are regarded as

positive samples, otherwise negative samples. In this work, we argue that the capacity

of ranking approaches that follow these two features, may be limited based on the

following consideration:

C1 Those ignored relations include i) user-item relation among users and items that

are not directly connected in the bipartite graph. Taking user u1 as an example,

item i2 and i5 are both unvisited items, shown in Figure 3.1(b) and 3.1(c).

Due to i2 ’s closeness to u1, u1 may show a larger probability to have poten-

tial interaction with i2 than i5 ; ii) though user-user and item-item links do not

exist in the original graph, user-user similarity and item-item similarity can be

inferred from their shared tastes on items or users. The inferred relations acting

as regularization terms have been proved powerful in rating estimation tasks [43].

C2 Static division will cause imbalanced portion of positive to negative samples, be-

cause users usually have actions on a small portion of items. In particular, cold-

start users have too few positive samples to sufficiently learn their preferences.

Model Multiple Relations (Response to C1)

To find the optimal rank order of items, a common approach is to optimize an ob-

jective function that is defined by a ranking metric. Mean average precision (MAP)

is a widely-adopted measurement of the performance of a top-N recommendation

method. We extend the original definition of MAP on user-item interaction [42] to

multiple relations (i.e., user-item, user-user, item-item) as follows:

MAP =

∑
vi∈V APvi
|V |

=
∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

Xij
Rij

∑
vk∈V XikI(Rik < Rij)

|V |
∑

vj∈V Xij

(3.1)
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where each vertex vi can stand for a user or item, vj acts as positive samples, and

vertex vk acts as a negative sample. Rij denotes the rank of target vj for a given entity

vi (e.g., Rij = 1 if entity vj ranks at the first), and I(·) is the indicator function, which

equals to 1 if the condition is satisfied, otherwise 0. Besides MAP, mean reciprocal

rank (MRR) also aims at raising the most relevant document as top as possible in

ranking. Similar to modified MAP loss, we modify the original definition [31] for

recommendation task as follows:

MRR =

∑
vi∈V RRvi

|V |

=
∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

Xij

|V |Rij

∏
vk∈V

(1−XikI(Rik < Rij))
(3.2)

Binary to Probability Relevance (Response to C2)

Note that only binary relevance Xij ∈ {0, 1} is considered when defining the above

ranking metrics. Such an assumption makes optimization intractable, and fails to

capture unobserved interactions as we discussed before. Xij = 0 does not always

mean that entity vi has no proximity to vj. It may be because vi had no access to,

but still probably be similar or like the unlinked entity vj. Therefore, we propose to

extend binary interaction with a probability relevance X̂ij ∈ [0, 1]. More specifically,

for observed links (existing user-item interactions) in bipartite graph G, i.e., X̂ij = 1,

which indicates that entity vi always shows a clear preference over entity vj. While

for those unobserved links (user-item, user-user, item-item), instead of X̂ij = 0, the

value of X̂ij is a probability value between 0 and 1.

In later section, we will present how to express X̂ij based on a random walk

method, with a basic idea that the value of X̂ij has a positive relationship with the

number of random paths starting from vi towards vj in bipartite graph G. Expressing

X̂ij with dynamic random walk sequences will lead to dynamic division of positive

and negative samples as a response to motivation C2.
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3.3 Reciprocal Rank Optimization

Clearly, maximizing MRR Loss equals to optimizing each single component RRvi .

We rewrite RRvi defined in Equation (3.2) with probability relevance as follows:

∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[ 1

Rij

∏
vk∈V

(1− X̂ikI(Rik < Rij))
]

(3.3)

Measuring I(Rik < Rij) in Equation (3.3) actually equals to getting the mapping

value of I(ŷik > ŷij), where ŷij denotes the predicted relevance score for a pair of

entities (vi, vj). To maximize RRvi , we need minimize X̂ikI(Rik < Rij) as much as

possible (i.e., ŷik < ŷij). Inspired by [31], we can approximate X̂ujI(Ruj < Rui) by a

sigmoid function g(ŷikj), where g(x) = 1/(1 + e−x), and ŷikj = ŷik− ŷij. Analogously,

we can approximate 1/Rij with g(ŷij), as a larger relevance score ŷij makes 1/Rij

closer to 1, while a smaller ŷij pushes 1/Rij away from 1 (e.g., ranking entity j at the

bottom of the list). Note that the entities are ranked in descending order according

to their predicted score. Then the smoothed RRvi optimizes recommendation model

parameters Θ by:

Θ := arg max
Θ
{RRvi} ⇔ arg max

Θ
{ln 1

|V |
RRvi} (3.4)

The Jensen’s inequality holds on a concave function ln(x). Then we have ln(
∑

iwixi) ≥∑
iwi ln(xi), where

∑
iwi = 1. Applying Jensen’s inequality on the concave function
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ln(·), we derive the lower bound of ln( 1
|V |RRvi) as follows:

ln
( 1

|V |
∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[
g(ŷij)

∏
vk∈V

(1− g(ŷikj))
])

≥ 1

|V |
∑
vj∈V

ln
(
E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)

[
g(ŷij)

∏
vk∈V

(1− g(ŷikj))
])

≥ 1

|V |
∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) + ln
∏
vk∈V

(1− g(ŷikj))
]

≥ 1

|V |
∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) +
∑
vk∈V

ln g(ŷijk)
]

(3.5)

Finally we can approximately optimize MRR by maximizing following objective func-

tion: ∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) +
∑
vk∈V

ln g(ŷijk)
]

(3.6)

3.4 Average Precision Optimization

As shown in Equation (3.1), AP is only based on the ranks of relevant items, but

not including the irrelevant ones. According to the study in [42], improving AP

can be achieved via increasing the predicted value of relevant entities (user or item),

meanwhile reducing the value of irrelevant ones. Similar to the induction of ap-

proximated MRR Loss, we use smoothing function g(·) to approximate the term

(1 − X̂ik)I(Rik < Rij) with a sigmoid function g(ŷijk), and replace 1
Rij

with g(ŷij).

Then optimizing MAP Loss can be achieved by optimizing each component APvi as

below:

Θ := arg max
Θ
{APvi} = arg max

Θ
{ln 1

|V |2
APvi}

APvi =
∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[
g(ŷij)

∑
vk∈V

g(ŷijk)
]
,

(3.7)
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where we approximate the term (1−X̂ik)I(Rik < Rij) with a sigmoid function g(ŷijk),

and replace 1
Rij

with g(ŷij). Analogous to the induction of lower bound of RRvi , we

derive the lower bound of ln 1
|V |2APvi as follows:

ln
( 1

|V |2
∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[
g(ŷij)

∑
vk∈V

g(ŷijk)
]

≥ 1

|V |2
∑
vj∈V

∑
vk∈V

ln
(
E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)

[
g(ŷij) · g(ŷijk)

])
≥ 1

|V |2
∑
vj∈V

∑
vk∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) + ln g(ŷijk)
]

≥ 1

|V |2
∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) +
∑
vk∈V

ln g(ŷijk)
]
.

(3.8)

By ignoring the constant value 1
|V |2 , we can approximately optimize MAP by maxi-

mizing the same objective as the approximated MRR:

∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) +
∑
vk∈V

ln g(ŷijk)
]
, (3.9)

3.5 Unified Pairwise Ranking Optimization

Comparing the new MAP Loss optimization function in Equation (3.9) with the

final MRR Loss optimization function defined in Equation (3.6), we see that they

have the exact same formulation. This means that we can optimize two metrics

in a unified objective model. Intuitively, g(ŷijk) measures the probability that the

predicted relevance value of positive sample vj should be larger than negative one vk.

However, it has an issue with sufficiently penalizing the entities that are at a lower

rank, which leads to a suboptimal top-N recommendation performance. A popular

way to solve this problem is to employ a weighting pairwise ranking loss to give larger

penalties on positive ones at lower rank [34, 11, 19]. Therefore, we formulate the
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Figure 3.2: Illustration to describe a path generated via a random walk beginning at
vertex u1, and possible interactions within a fixed context window.

unified ranking objective function as follows:

∑
vi∈V

∑
vi∈V

E(i,j)∼p(i,j|X̂ij)
[

ln g(ŷij) + wij
∑
vk∈V

ln g(ŷijk)
]
− λΘ||Θ||2 (3.10)

where λΘ is the model regularization parameter, and wui denotes a dynamic weight

depending on the rank of positive item i (described in later Section). Model param-

eters Θ can be learned via maximizing Equation (3.10).

Optimize Ranking Model

Although Equation (3.10) can be solved by stochastic gradient methods, there remain

two important challenges: (i) how to select a positive sample since multiple relations

with probability relevance assumption taken into account; (ii) after selecting a positive

sample, how to choose a negative one.

In this work, positive samples are derived from a random walk sequence. A pair

of entities (e.g., user-item, item-user, user-user, item-item) are regarded as a positive

training sample if they simultaneously appear in a random walk sequence, even they

are not directly connected in the bipartite graph. Negative samples are dynamically

sampled according to the rank position of positive samples. For each node vi ∈ V ,

we can obtain a short random walk sequence Wτ
vi

= {w0
vi
, w1

vi
, w2

vi
, · · · , wτvi}, w

τ
vi
∈ V

and w0
vi

= vi. After a sequence Wτ
vi

is generated, training samples are extracted

to learn model parameters. Given a random walk sequence Wτ
vi

, we can enumerate
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every wivi ∈ W
τ
vi

as a target vertex, and uniformly generate a random window size ρ to

construct a context Ci
vi

= {wi−ρvi
, · · · , wi−1

vi
, wi+1

vi
, · · · , wi+ρvi

}, shown as a toy example

in Figure 3.2. Note that each vertex wivi ∈ V can be either a user or an item.

Suppose the target vertex wivi ∈ U is a user vertex. A context vertex cvi ∈ Ci
vi

can be

picked out to capture user-item interactions if cvi is an item vertex, and to capture

user-user interactions if cvi is a user vertex. Let dc denote the distance from the

target vertex wivi to cvi in Ci
vi

. The larger the dc is, the weaker interaction happens

between the target vertex wivi and the context vertex cvi . We define a weight function

ω(dc) = eβ·(1−dc) as a response. By using gradient ascent, the parameters are updated

by:

Θt+1 ← Θt + α · ω(dc) ·
(∂ ln g(ŷij)

∂Θt
+ wij

∂ ln g(ŷijk)

∂Θt
− λΘΘt

)
, (3.11)

where negative sample vk is sampled from negative set V −vi , and Θt indicates the

model parameters at t-th iteration. For each sequenceWτ
vi

, V −vi = V \{N (vi)∪Wτ
vi
}.

Since Wτ
vi

is dynamically generated, we can obtain a dynamic division of positive

(i.e., {N (vi) ∪ Wτ
vi
}) and negative samples. Score function is ŷij = bi + bj + uiv

T
j ,

where u∗ ∈ Rd, v∗ ∈ Rd, and bi is the bias term for each entity vi ∈ V .

Weighted Dynamic Negative Sampling

To select effective negative samples for gradient updates, we employ a rank-aware

negative sampling approach proposed in [34]. The most significant advantage of this

approach is that the dynamic weight wui depends on the rank position of positive

samples, and is defined as wij =
∑rj

s=1
1
s
, where rj =

∑
vk∈V −

vi
I[` + ŷik ≥ ŷij],

` denotes a margin value. A larger ri value implies a higher confidence to speed

up the parameter update. It is inefficient to obtain the exact ri according to the

definition, and infeasible to be optimized with gradient methods. Instead, it can be

fast estimated based on a geometry distribution. More specifically, we first select

a subset V̂ −vi ⊂ V −vi with a fixed size n � |V −vi |. For a given sample (vi, vj), one
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Table 3.1: Statistics of the used datasets.
Datasets #Users #Items #Feedbacks Sparsity

Yelp 16,826 14,902 245,109 0.097%
Epinions 49,289 139,738 664,823 0.02%

Table 3.2: Ranking performance comparison (the best results are marked with *).
The last column shows the improvement of WalkRanker over the best baseline
algorithm, highlighted with underline.

Data Metrics WRMF BPR DNS AdaBPR WARP RankMBPR WalkRanker Improv.

Yelp-80
Precision@10 0.0153 0.0199 0.0203 0.0209 0.0221 0.0233 *0.0235 0.85%
Recall@10 0.0427 0.0597 0.0607 0.0616 0.0625 0.0695 *0.0708 1.87%
MAP@10 0.0172 0.0241 0.0249 0.0252 0.0254 0.0282 *0.0291 3.19%
MRR@10 0.0507 0.0642 0.0663 0.0661 0.0675 0.0731 *0.0751 2.73%

Yelp-50
Precision@10 0.0232 0.0297 0.028 0.0305 0.031 0.0344 *0.0361 4.94%
Recall@10 0.0331 0.0435 0.0395 0.0442 0.0469 0.0505 *0.0544 7.72%
MAP@10 0.0165 0.0208 0.0204 0.0216 0.0218 0.0255 *0.0266 4.31%
MRR@10 0.0459 0.0820 0.0806 0.0831 0.0855 0.0989 *0.1024 3.54%

Epinions-
80

Precision@10 0.0168 0.0157 0.0208 0.0171 0.0191 0.0235 *0.0243 3.40%
Recall@10 0.0359 0.0416 0.0504 0.0441 0.0477 0.0565 *0.0584 3.36%
MAP@10 0.0158 0.0163 0.0220 0.0178 0.0195 0.0255 *0.0264 3.52%
MRR@10 0.0538 0.0504 0.0684 0.0541 0.0581 0.0778 *0.0802 3.08%

Epinions-
50

Precision@10 0.0256 0.0258 0.0320 0.0282 0.0284 0.0363 *0.0387 6.61%
Recall@10 0.0278 0.0316 0.0361 0.0336 0.0350 0.0422 *0.0451 6.87%
MAP@10 0.0162 0.0166 0.0211 0.0181 0.0185 0.0242 *0.0265 9.50%
MRR@10 0.0772 0.0735 0.0909 0.0808 0.0788 0.1058 *0.1155 9.16%

uniformly draws a random negative sample from V̂ −vi until finding a vk, which satisfies

`+ ŷik ≥ ŷij. Then the ri can be approximated as ri ≈ bn−1
K
c, where b·c denotes the

floor function and K is the number of steps to find item j. Correspondingly, an item

buffer bufferij with size κ stores every sampled negative item j. Finally, ri can be

approximated as ri ≈ b n−1
min(K,κ)

c, and the final negative sample vk to update model

parameters will be selected from the top of the sorted bufferij in descending order

based on ŷik.

3.6 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we will describe our experimental setting, and present the experimental

results, with comparison to different kinds of baseline methods.
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Table 3.3: Detailed recommendation performance on cold-start users with no more
than 5 feedbacks. Improvement of WalkRanker over the best baseline is given in
the last column.
Data Metrics WRMF BPR DNS AdaBPR WARP RankMBPR WalkRanker Improv.

Yelp-80
Precision@10 0.0062 0.0093 0.0088 0.0098 0.0093 0.0106 *0.0113 6.06%
Recall@10 0.0389 0.0582 0.0544 0.0596 0.0578 0.0657 *0.0686 4.41%
MAP@10 0.0139 0.0218 0.0195 0.0228 0.0210 0.0231 *0.0248 7.35%
MRR@10 0.0219 0.0342 0.0313 0.0357 0.0323 0.0357 *0.0390 9.24%

Yelp-50
Precision@10 0.0098 0.0128 0.0113 0.0133 0.0139 0.0159 *0.0175 10.05%
Recall@10 0.0328 0.0424 0.0368 0.0428 0.0453 0.0497 *0.0516 3.82%
MAP@10 0.0122 0.0149 0.0138 0.0153 0.0164 0.0183 *0.0195 6.55%
MRR@10 0.0369 0.0425 0.0387 0.0432 0.0476 0.0536 *0.0557 3.91%

Epinions-
80

Precision@10 0.0052 0.0069 0.0078 0.0078 0.0081 0.0092 *0.0094 2.15%
Recall@10 0.0353 0.0493 0.0518 0.0492 0.0537 0.0594 *0.0608 2.35%
MAP@10 0.0126 0.0182 0.0215 0.0195 0.0206 0.0236 *0.0258 9.32%
MRR@10 0.0194 0.0263 0.0318 0.0289 0.0293 0.0347 *0.0371 6.91%

Epinions-
50

Precision@10 0.0085 0.0101 0.0112 0.0105 0.0113 0.0129 *0.0139 7.75%
Recall@10 0.0272 0.0337 0.0366 0.0349 0.0361 0.0421 *0.0449 6.65%
MAP@10 0.0107 0.0131 0.0144 0.0135 0.0138 0.0168 *0.0189 12.5%
MRR@10 0.0304 0.0348 0.0381 0.0361 0.0385 0.0463 *0.0521 12.5%

Dataset & Baselines

To examine the capacity of our proposed method, we conduct experiments on two

real-world datasets (Yelp1 in Round 3 and Epinions2). Following recent published

works [1, 44], we convert star rating into binary feedback by setting observed entries

to 1, regardless of the specific rating values. We pre-filter users with at least 4 reviews.

The statistical summarization of two datasets is described in Table 3.1. We mainly

focus on top-N measures including Precision@N [45], Recall@N [45], MAP@N [46],

MRR@N [47]. Several types of state-of-the-art baselines are taken into consideration

when comparing with WalkRanker, including pointwise algorithm WRMF [4],

pairwise ranking approaches BPR [1], AdaBPR [10], WARP [11], DNS [12], and

RankMBPR [34]. We use Librec3 [48] (a java library for recommender system) to

run all of the algorithms, and implement the proposed approach WalkRanker.

1https://www.yelp.com/dataset challenge
2http://www.trustlet.org/downloaded epinions.html
3http://www.librec.net/
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Figure 3.3: Recommendation performance on the full testing set with various values
of dimension d.

Performance Analysis

To validate the performance of different algorithms on different data sparsity, we

randomly select 80% or 50% data as training set, and the other 20% or 50% data

as the testing set. All baseline algorithms in this work take matrix factorization as

the scoring function. For the simplicity and fair comparison, we set the number of

dimension parameter d to a same fixed number, e.g., d = 30 for Table 3.2 and

3.3, d = 60 for Figure 3.5 and 3.6. In the “Data” column of Table 3.2 and 3.3,

“dataname-80 or -50” like Yelp-80 denotes the proportion of raw data for training

models. Though we preprocess Yelp users, there’re still 49% users with less than 5

reviews in training set Yelp-80, and 68% in Yelp-50. All reported results are average

value of 5 converged runs. The value of hyper-parameters for baselines are decided

via implementing grid search on different settings, and the combination that leads to

best performance is selected.

Adaptive Sampling. BPR is a strong pairwise baseline, and WRMF represents a

state-of-the-art pointwise ranking algorithm. From the results shown in Table 3.2

and Figure 3.5, we can see that usually BPR has a competitive performance against

WRMF, but both of them are worse than those baselines with adaptive negative
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Figure 3.4: Recommendation performance on cold-start users with various values
of dimension d.

sampling approaches like AdaBPR, WARP and RankMBPR.

Rank-aware Strategy. Different from AdaBPR or DNS’s dynamic sampling strate-

gies, WARP, RankMBPR and WalkRanker consider the rank of positive items

as an indicator to control the parameters update magnitude. We can see that in

both two datasets with different sparsity, algorithms with rank-aware strategy (e.g.,

RankMBPR and WalkRanker) achieve better performance than AdaBPR.

With vs Without Multiple Relations. WalkRanker incorporates more types

of relations into a unified optimization function for top-N metrics. Comparing with

RankMBPR, drawing pairwise samples from random walk sequence will bring sev-

eral benefits, for example, the concept of context window extends the first-order to

high-order proximity, and dynamic negative set adds flexibility to pairwise sample

construction. The experimental results shown in Table 3.2 demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of the usage of multiple high-order relations. On average, WalkRanker

outperforms the strongest baseline RankMBPR 4% on different top-N metrics. From

the results generated with 50% training set we can see that the proposed method has

significant improvements over all baselines. Detailed evaluation with different lengths

of recommendation list are in Figure 3.5, from which we can see that WalkRanker
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Figure 3.5: Top-N recommendation evaluation with different values of N.
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Figure 3.6: Top-N recommendation evaluation for cold-start users with different
values of N.
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is superior to different baselines on top-N metrics. Figure 3.3 also demonstrates the

effectiveness of WalkRanker with different value of dimension d.

Cold-start Users. We further explore the performance of different algorithms on

cold-start users with no more than 5 actions over items. As we said before, these

users could have a serious imbalanced proportion between positive and negative sam-

ples. From the results shown in Table 3.3, we can see that the proposed method

outperforms the best baseline with 6% on average at different measurements. In

particular, the performance gap increases significantly with the decrease of training

samples. More evidences can be found in Figure 3.6 and 3.4, from which we can

find that WalkRanker overall outperforms different baselines, especially brings sig-

nificant improvement of recommendation quality for cold-start users on MAP@N and

MRR@N metrics.

Parameter Sensitive Analysis

There are several hyper-parameters influencing the performance of the proposed

method WalkRanker. When validating the impact of a single parameter, we fix

the others.

A. How long a random walk should take?

From the results shown in Figure 3.7(a), we can see that the walk length has

overall limited impact on the performance of WalkRanker. The result slightly fluc-

tuates with respect to different length limit on Yelp dataset. While, the performance

of WalkRanker appears to increase as the growth of walk length τ on Epinions

data. It implies that a long walk sequence should be taken for a very sparse data like

Epinions with 0.02% sparsity.

B. Large or small context window?

For a given random walk sequence, we will enumerate each vertex as well as a

context window defined to control the scope of local interactions. It works together
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Figure 3.7: Impacts of different parameter settings on the performance of
WalkRanker.
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with walk length τ to induce multiple relations. The results shown in Figure 3.7(b)

indicate that τ = 10 could be a suitable choice. Intuitively, a large context window

might introduce noisy vertexes from long distance, and a small context window may

lack the ability to incorporate high-order proximity.

C. Equally or unequally deal with context vertex?

To present the significance of a context vertex, we need to answer a question

whether a context vertex should be equally or unequally regarded. In this work, we

define a weight parameter β to control the decrease ratio with respect to a distance

value. When β = 0, each context vertex has the same significance to the target vertex.

The experimental results in Figure 3.7(c) demonstrate that context vertexes should

not be considered equally. An empirical setting β = 0.4 leads to optimal performance.

D. How to control rank-aware sampling procedure?

Negative samples are uniformly selected in random from a subset with size n, and

stored in a buffer with size κ. The rank of a positive sample could be estimated as

b n−1
min(K,κ)

c. We can see that the setting of parameters n and κ can decide the minimum

value of the dynamic weight w. We should simultaneously study the effects of these

two parameters on item recommendation performances. Figure 3.7(d) illustrates the

performance variation over κ when fixing the subset size n = 1600. The performances

of WalkRanker tend to be stable when κ increases towards the value of n = 1600.

Figure 3.7(e) shows that the performances of WalkRanker vary with the subset

size n. The main reason is that a large value of n could output a large weight to

update parameters, which indirectly increases the variance of gradients. However, if

we have a database with large scale amount of items like Epinions, we could safely

try a large subset size n as the results shown in Figure 3.7(e). In this work, we set

κ = 100, subset size n = 1600 for Yelp, and n = 6400 for Epinions.
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3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we aim at incorporating multiple types of user-item relationships

into a unified pairwise ranking model towards approximately optimizing MAP and

MRR ranking metrics. To tackle the challenges raised from the static division of

pairwise samples, we propose to represent multiple types of relationship from a prob-

ability perspective. Under this assumption, we modify the discrete definition of MAP

and MRR Loss, then present a unified pairwise ranking model for optimizing top-N

recommendation performance. We also propose a simple, efficient way to construct

training samples to reflect the probability relevance from a random walk perspective.

Multiple relations induced from short random walk sequences tackle the challenges

coming from data sparsity problem, in particular cold-start users. We experimen-

tally demonstrated the importance of the combination of dynamic sampling strategy

and multiple relations to solve the problem of item recommendation from implicit

feedback.
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Chapter 4

Ranking Optimization from Class Imbalance Issue

Offering personalized service to users is outstanding as an important task, for exam-

ple, ranking the top-N items that a user may like. Solutions to such kind of problems

are usually designed on a bipartite graph, where edges indicate the observed inter-

actions of user-item pairs. Users’ preference on items is modeled by pairwise loss

functions by assuming that items with interactions from a user are of more interest

to this user than those without interactions. The loss function thus involves pair-

wise comparison between an observed (positive) edge and an unobserved (negative)

edge. The optimization process thus suffers from the class-imbalance issue due to

the fact that the observed (positive) edges are always much less than the unobserved

(negative) ones, i.e., the graph is parse.

Pioneering works dealing with the class-imbalance problem can be categorized

into two main families: using stationary sampling or using dynamic sampling. Ap-

proaches in the former family usually start from the edge-level class-imbalance issue

through under-sampling negative edges from a pre-defined stationary distribution

(e.g., uniform [1], or power function over vertex popularity [10, 18]), or over-sampling

positive edges by creating instances through the social connection [16]. Despite of

the effectiveness and efficiency of sampling from a stationary distribution, they ig-

nore the fact that class-imbalance issue also exists in vertex side (causing vertex-level

class-imbalance). That is, the number of times a vertex appears in positive edges is

smaller or larger than that in the negative ones. Moreover, they can’t capture the

dynamics of changes of relative ranking order between positive and negative samples,
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of finding useful negative items for pairwise loss optimization:
(a) is the initial stage of optimization when it is easy to get one negative item; (b)
shows that useful negative items are more difficult to get as the learning process
moves forwards; (c) sampling negative items from uniform distribution equals to do
unbiased random walk on fully connected item-item graph; (d) presents an alternative
solution depending on a bias random walk.

as shown in Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b). From Figure 4.1(a) we can see that it is easy to

find an order-violated item for pairwise loss optimization at the initial state, because

there are many negative items ranking higher than the positive item. However, as the

learning process moves forward, massive number of negative items are distinguished

well from the positive item, shown in Figure 4.1(b). At this time, a large portion

of the negative items are useless for pairwise loss optimization, because they already

rank lower than the positive item. Ignoring the changes of such relative ranking order

and still sampling with a stationary distribution will waste lots of trials on finding

useless negative items.

Recently dynamic sampling approaches [11, 19] have shown their significant contri-

bution to selecting vital negative instances by considering the hardness of sampling a

negative sample. However, existing dynamic methods have several drawbacks: 1) they

lack systematically understanding their connection to class-imbalance issue, leading

to only sampling candidate from uniform distribution; 2) they have to find a violated

negative sample through searching massive candidates, causing high computation

complexity (over ten times higher than sampling from stationary distribution).
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In this work, we aim at finding clues that can help to design a faster dynamic

negative sampler for the personalized ranking task. We find that sampling from

uniform distribution can be regarded as a random walk with a transition probability

matrix P for arbitrary node pair in a fully connected item-item graph, which is

presented in Figure 4.1(c). Intuitively, nodes (items) are different in their nature

(e.g., degree, betweenness). A biased transition matrix P∗ might be more helpful on

finding the desired negative items, than a uniform random P , as shown in Figure

4.1(d). Through theoretical analysis, we find that one of the potential solutions to

decode the biased transition process and walking with a biased transition matrix P∗

is to tackle the class-imbalance issue.

To achieve this goal, it is essential to first dissect the impact of class-imbalance

issue. More specifically, we investigate the following questions:

Q1 how the class-imbalance problem is reflected in current sampling-based pairwise

ranking approaches?

Q2 what is the impact of the imbalance problem on learning optimal pairwise ranking

model?

Q3 how can we resolve the class-imbalance issue and design a faster dynamic sampling

approach to boost ranking quality?

We answer the above questions with theoretical analysis in Section 4.2. The brief

summary is, to Q1, if negative instances are sampled from a uniform distribution

(e.g., in [1]), vertexes with high degrees are under-sampled as negative samples, while

“cold-start” vertexes with low degrees are over-sampled. To Q2, we theoretically show

that the class-imbalance issue will result in frequency clustering phenomenon where

the learned embeddings of items with close popularity will gather together, and cause

gradient vanishment at the output loss. Based on the above insights, for Q3, we
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propose an efficient Vital Negative Sampler (VINS), which explicitly considers both

edge- and vertex -level class-imbalance issue.

4.1 Related Work

Item recommendation aims at hitting users’ interests by a short ranking list, which

consists of the most interesting items as top as possible. Many models based on

learning to rank have been proposed, ranging from point-wise [4, 3], pairwise [1, 49],

to list-wise [2, 31] ranking methods. Along with recent advances on designing deep

neural networks (DNNs) for computer vision, text mining, etc., an increasing number

of deep recommender methods [50, 51, 44, 52, 53] are proposed to act as the relevance

predictor for different types of learning to rank loss. In this work, we focus on

understanding the pairwise ranking optimization problem.

In recommendation problems, pairwise comparison usually happens between an

observed (positive) and an unobserved (negative) edge, when the interactions between

users and items are represented as a bipartite graph. Such an idea results in a serious

class-imbalance issue due to the pairwise comparison between a small set of inter-

acted items (positive as minority class) and a very large set of all remaining items

(negative as majority class). Pioneering work proposed by Rendle et al. [1] presented

an under-sampling approach via uniformly sampling a negative edge for a given pos-

itive edge. Following the idea in [1], Zhao et al. [16] proposed an over-sampling

method by employing social theory to create synthetic positive instances. Ding et

al. [54] augment pairwise samples with view data. However, these sampling strate-

gies discard a fact that each item has its own properties, e.g., degree, betweenness.

Rendle et al. [10] considered vertex properties and proposed to sample a negative

instance from an exponential function over the order of vertex degree. Similar ideas

have been popularly employed in the embedding learning models (e.g., DeepWalk [55],

Word2Vec [18, 56, 57]) via sampling negative instances over a power function of vertex
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popularity. Despite of the effectiveness and efficiency of sampling from a stationary

distribution (e.g., uniform, or power function over vertex popularity), they ignore the

impact of relative order between positive and negative samples during the learning

processes, as shown in Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b).

Recently dynamic sampling approaches [11, 19, 58] aiming at estimating the rank

order of positive samples have shown significant contribution of selecting vital nega-

tive instances. As shown by the empirical analysis in [20], dynamic sampling methods

based on [11] need to utilize a proper margin parameter. Along with the growing of

iterations, the positive items are promoted quickly to high ranking positions, which

make sampling a violated negative items become very difficult [20], also demonstrated

in Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b). Besides considering ranking order, Wang et al. [59] re-

gard dynamic sampling as a minmax game. Some works also employ adversarial

methods to create noise samples for learning more robust model, for example, Self-

Paced Network Embedding [60], IRGAN [61] etc. Existing dynamic methods lack of

understanding on the impact of class-imbalance problem raised by the pairwise learn-

ing objectives. In this work, we study the class-imbalance issue with both theoretical

and empirical analysis, and show that the class-imbalance problem is relevant to the

gradient vanishment issue and frequency clustering phenomenon. This finding could

help to induce a biased sampling method to find a violated negative sample more

efficiently, and explain why relative-order methods are superior to sampling methods

from a static distribution.

4.2 Preliminaries and Analysis

Let G = (V,E) represent a user-item interaction graph, where vertex set V = U ∪ I

contains users U and items I, and eui ∈ E denotes an observed interaction (e.g. click,

purchase behaviors) between user u and item i. The relationship between user u and

item i can be measured by a factorization focused method, known as xui = Pu · Pi,
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Algorithm 1: Pairwise Personalized Ranking

1 Input: user-item interaction graph G = (V,E), negative sampling
distribution Q(j)

2 Output: learned ranking model θ
3 randomly initialize model parameters θ
4 for iter ← 1 to n do
5 for eui ∈ E do
6 sample a negative candidate item j from Q(j);
7 θ ← θ +∇L(G)|θ;

8 return θ;

where Pu = f(u|θu) ∈ Rd and Pi = g(i|θi) ∈ Rd are the representation of user u

and item i generated by deep neural network f(·) and g(·) with parameters θu and

θi, respectively. To learn vertex representation that can be used to accurately infer

users’ preferences on items, pairwise ranking approaches usually regard the observed

edges eui as positive pairs, and all the other combinations euj ∈ (U × I) \ E as

negative ones. Then a set of triplets D = {(u, i, j)|eui ∈ E, euj ∈ (U × I) \E} can be

constructed base on a general assumption that the induced relevance of an observed

user-item pair should be larger than the unobserved one, that is, xui > xuj. To model

such contrastive relation, one popular solution is to induce pairwise loss function as

follows:

L(D) =
∑

(u,i,j)∈D

wui · `uij(xui, xuj), (4.1)

where `uij(·) can be hinge, logistic or cross entropy function that raises an effective

loss for any triplet with incorrect prediction (i.e. xuj > xui) that violates the pairwise

assumption. wui is the a weight factor which shows the complexity to discriminate

the given comparison sample.

The optimization of the objective function in Equation (4.1) involves a class-

imbalance problem, because in practical scenarios, the number of unobserved inter-

actions euj /∈ E (negative) is usually larger than the observed eui ∈ E (positive).

The imbalance between eui ∈ E and euj /∈ E in pairwise loss can be regarded as the
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Edge-level Imbalance issue.

Since the class-imbalance problem is caused by the majority of negative edges,

under-sampling majority is a practical solution for it [1, 18]. We can take the most

popular strategy of under-sampling negative edges as an example (e.g., in [1, 18])

shown in Algorithm 1. For a given positive edge eui ∈ E, we can sample a negative

edge by fixing user u ∈ U , then sample one item j ∈ I, euj /∈ E with replacement

from a static distribution π = {π(i), i ∈ I}, where π(i) = dβi , β ∈ [0, 1] denotes a

weight function of item degree di. Then we can optimize the objective function in

Equation (4.1) with the constructed pairwise samples D̃ ∈ D.

However, sampling from a static distribution takes discards the ability of the

learned model on distinguishing positive and negative samples. As we discussed be-

fore, the number of effective negative items that violate the pairwise assumption will

become less and less as most of positive items are promoted quickly close to the top

position. Without realizing this situation, most of constructed triplets in D̃ will gen-

erate meaningless loss to update the model. In most of pairwise ranking models,

how to select effective pairwise comparison samples plays an indispensable

role in boosting the ranking performance. In next sections, we’d like to present

the challenges raised by the class-imbalance issue on selecting the effective pairwise

comparison samples, and how to address these challenges with a general adaptive

sampling method.

4.2.1 Vertex-level Imbalance from Sampling (Q1)

Under-sampling approach can well solve the edge-level imbalance issue. However, it

will introduce a vertex-level imbalance problem, which has not been aware of, and

initiates our study. A vertex can appear in either positive or negative edges. In our

case, item i appears as a positive one for user u, but could be a negative one for other

users. To study the potential imbalance between an item’s positive occurrence and
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Figure 4.2: Maximum (solid line) and minimum (dash line) imbalance value along
with different decay parameter β on Yelp and Amazon Movies&Tv datasets.

its negative occurrence, we define the vertex-level imbalance of item i as the ratio of

this item i’s positive occurrence over the negative one,

IV (i) =
di

p(i) · (|E| − di)
(4.2)

where di is the degree of item i, and is thus also the number of occurrence as a

positive sample. In a given graph with |E| observed edges, the item i could appear as

negative in the other |E| − di edges with probability p(i), where p(i) is the sampling

probability. In other words, item i’s expected number of occurrence as a negative

sample is p(i) · (|E| − di). The definition of vertex-level imbalance in Equation (4.2)

indicates that IV (i) is in relation to the item degree. We next make a theoretical

analysis of the vertex-level imbalance.

Theorem 4.1 (Class-imbalance Theorem). By sampling negative items with a static

distribution π = {π(i) = dβi |β ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ I}, if existing two different items with

di > dj, then the imbalance value of item i is larger than that of the item j, i.e.,

IV (i) > IV (j).

Proof. Assuming that in each iteration of optimizing the objective function in Equa-

tion (4.1), we only impose loss by comparing the observed with unobserved edges.
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For each observed edge eui, we will sample one negative edge by fixing the user ver-

tex u. The sampling probability p(i) = π(i)/
∑

j∈I π(j) = dβi /
∑

j∈I π(j). Then the

imbalance value IV (i) of item i in Equation (4.2) becomes:

IV (i) =
di

p(i) · (|E| − di)
=
d1−β
i ·

∑
j∈I π(j)

|E| − di
. (4.3)

With the given user-item graph G, both
∑

j∈I π(j) and |E| are constant. We define

a function f(x) = x1−β ·c1
c2−x , where c1 =

∑
j∈I π(j) and c2 = |E|. Then we can have

first-order derivative ∇f(x) > 0, which means IV (i) > IV (j) if di > dj.

The above analysis shows that the degree of the most popular and unpopular item

will determine the upper and lower bound of item imbalance value for a given graph

G. We illustrate the maximum and minimum imbalance value in Figure 4.2, obtained

by the empirically calculated IV (i) from two real datasets with different decay factor

β. We can see that popular items are under-sampled as negative samples, while rare

items are over-sampled.

4.2.2 Impact of Class-imbalance (Q2)

We next move to the question “what is the impact of the class-imbalance prob-

lem on pairwise loss function optimization?”. Before answering this question,

we first introduce the Popular Item Theorem proposed recently in [62], which proves

that the norm of latent vectors of the popular items will be towards infinite after a

certain number of iterations. The popular items are those with high degrees in the

graph G, and thus with large imbalance values according to Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2 (Popular Item Theorem [62]). For a given popular item i, it is observed

as a positive sample to all its connected user neighbors Ni. The size of Ni is the degree

of item i: |Ni| = di. For each u ∈ Ni, the predicted score xui ≥ xuj for all other

observed item j of user u. Suppose that after τ iterations, the low-dimensional user

embedding vector Pu of all vertices u ∈ Ni converges to a certain extent. That is,
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there exists a vector P̂ t in all iteration t > τ , inner-product (P̂ t, P τ
u ) > 0. Then the

norm of embedding vector Pi of the item i will tend to grow to infinity if
∂`uij
∂xui

> 0 for

all i with xui > xuj, as shown lim
t→∞

= ||P t
i ||2 =∞.

Theorem 4.2 indicates that embeddings of items have close relation to their ver-

tex degree, which shares a common observation as theorem 4.1. Inspired by the

theorem 4.2, we conduct theoretical analysis to study the connection between class-

imbalanced items and the norm of item embeddings. Let ∆+
i (t) =

∑
u∈Ni

∂`uij
∂xui

P t
u

denote the gradients received when item i acted as a positive sample, and ∆−i (t) =

−
∑

u∈N−
i

∂`uij
∂xui

P t
u denote the gradients received when it acts as a negative sample.

Then for any iteration n > τ , the embedding of item i is updated by the gradient

descent method as:

Pni = P τi + η
∑
n≥t>τ

(∆+
i (t) + ∆−i (t))

Following the setting in Theorem 4.2, given a latent space with d dimensions, we have

d mutually orthogonal vectors ~c1,~c2,~c3, · · · ,~cd to transform one embedding vector

P τ
i as P τ

i = α1
i~c1 + · · · + αdi~cd, where ~c1 = P̂ τ , and the coefficients α1

i , ..., α
d
i are the

projection values of P τ
i on ~c1, ...,~cd. Similarly, P t

u = ω1
u~c1 + · · · + ωdu~cd for u ∈ Ni,

while for those u ∈ N−i sampling item i as negative we have P t
u = γ1

u~c1 + · · · + γdu~cd.

Note that the coefficient ω1
u is the projection value of P t

u on ~c1 = P̂ τ , thus ω1
u > 0 due

to the embedding vector convergence. Then P n
i can be re-written as

Pni = α1
i~c1 + · · ·+ αdi~cd

+ η
∑
n≥t>τ

∑
u∈Ni

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)(ω1
u~c1 + · · ·+ ωdu~cd)

− η
∑
n≥t>τ

∑
u∈N−

i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)(γ1
u~c1 + · · ·+ γdu~cd).

Define λk(t) = η
(∑

u∈Ni
∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ωku −
∑

u∈N−
i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)γku
)

for k ∈ [1, d]. We have

P n
i = α1

i~c1 + · · ·+ αdi~cd +
∑
n≥t>τ

λ1(t)~c1 + · · ·+ λd(t)~cd.
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Because coordinates ~c1,~c2, · · · ,~cd are manually orthogonal, we can have

lim
n→∞

||Pni ||2 = lim
n→∞

(α1
i +

∑
n≥t>τ

λ1(t))2||~c1||2 + · · ·

+ (αdi +
∑
n≥t>τ

λd(t))
2||~cd||2

≥ lim
n→∞

(α1
i +

∑
n≥t>τ

λ1(t))2||~c1||2

≥ lim
n→∞

(α1
i + (n− τ) ·minn≥t>τλ1(t))2||~c1||2

(4.4)

Since the coefficient α1
i (the projection value of P τ

i on ~c1) is always positive, we next

focus on analyzing the sign of λ1(t) for linking the norm infinity of item embeddings

to the class imbalance issue. In

λ1(t) = η
( ∑
u∈Ni

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ω1
u −

∑
u∈N−

i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)γ1
u

)
, (4.5)

the first summation term η
∑

u∈Ni
∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ω1
u is always larger than zero, because the

learning rate η > 0, the project coefficient ω1
u > 0, and the gradient

∂`uij
∂xui

(t) is usually

also positive for the often used loss functions (e.g., sigmoid). In the second term, the

γ1
u is the projection value whose sign depends on the user u ∈ N−i . The values of

λ1(t) are thus in the range below:

λlow1 (t) ≤λ1(t) ≤ λup1 (t)

where λlow1 (t) = η
( ∑
u∈Ni

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ω1
u −

∑
u∈N−

i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)max{γ1
u, 0}

)
,

λup1 (t) = η
( ∑
u∈Ni

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ω1
u −

∑
u∈N−

i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)min{γ1
u, 0}

)
.

(4.6)

It is easy to see that λup1 (t) > 0 always holds, as it is a positive term minus a negative

term. We analyze the sign of λlow1 (t) under the worse case that all project values γ1
u

are positive. That is to say, all users u ∈ N−i have positive projection values on P τ in∑
u∈N−

i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)max{γ1
u, 0}. Thus, λlow1 (t) = η

(∑
u∈Ni

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ω1
u −

∑
u∈N−

i

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)γ1
u

)
.
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Since users in Ni are closer to P τ than the users in N−i , the projection values ω1
u are

usually larger than the projection values γ1
u. Due to the positive term

∂`uij
∂xui

(t), the

major factor for determining the sign of λlow1 (t) is the difference between the set size of

Ni and N−i . Recall the definition of the vertex-level imbalance of item i in Equation

(4.2), IV (i) can be alternatively defined as IV (i) = |Ni|
|N−
i |

. For popular items whose

imbalance values IV (i) are close or equal to the maximum imbalance value among all

items, their summation of
∂`uij
∂xui

(t)ω1
u over Ni is larger than the summation of

∂`uij
∂xui

(t)γ1
u

over N−i . In other words, λ1(t) ≥ λlow1 > 0. Back to Equation (4.4), the embedding

vector norm will be limn→∞ ||P n
i ||2 = ∞ for those popular items, which have large

degree di and large imbalance value IV (i) as well.

Frequency Clustering Phenomenon

The above mentioned theoretical analysis results indicate that the learned embed-

dings of items can have a certain pattern that is closely related to item’s degree

distribution, which has positive relationship with the imbalance value. To confirm,

we optimize the logistic pairwise loss function by sampling negative samples from

a uniform distribution and also by using the proposed method VINS on the exper-

imental data. Since there was no vertex-level imbalance problem in the user side,

the learned user embeddings are independent on the degree information. From Fig-

ure 4.3, we can see that the learned embeddings of items by the uniform sampling

approach appear very clear frequency clustering phenomenon, where items with sim-

ilar degree values gather together. In particular, there exist both popular and rare

items which have very large embedding norms. The more popular items tend to

have larger embedding norms, which matches the theoretical analysis results. While

in the embeddings learned by the proposed approach VINS that explicitly considers

vertex-level class-imbalance, those bottom items tend to spread across the frequency

margins. This illustrates that taking class-imbalance into consideration can break the
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Figure 4.3: Visualizing the projection of learned embeddings with the classical uni-
form sampling and the proposed sampler VINS by the T-SNE algorithm into two-
dimensional space (colored by vertex degree levels, red–top 25%, blue–bottom 25%,
green–the rest).

frequency clustering constraint and make representation learning focus on intrinsic

graph structure.

Gradient Vanishment

Besides the frequency clustering phenomenon, another issue caused by the infinite

norm of the embedding vectors for popular items is the gradient vanishment in pair-

wise loss optimization. Following the under-sampling method described in Section

4.2, gradient update for model parameters can be carried out for a given pairwise

sample (u, i, j).

After t > τ iterations, the model parameters θi can be updated with stochastic

gradient descent method as follows:

θt+1
i = θti − η · λuij ·

∂xui
∂θi

, λuij =
∂`uij
∂xui

, (4.7)
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where η denotes the learning rate, and ∂xui
∂θi

represents a gradient backpropagation

operation according to the chain rule. The value of λuij depends on the type of loss

function. If we use hinge loss as an instance, `uij(xui, xuj) = max{0, ε + xuj − xui}

with a small margin ε (for example ε = 1), and its gradient λuij = 0 if ε + xuj ≤ xui,

otherwise λuij = −1. The predicted scores are usually defined as xui = P T
u Pi =

||Pu|| ||Pi|| cos(Pu, Pi), and xuj = P T
u Pj = ||Pu|| ||Pj|| cos(Pu, Pj). According to the

Theorem 4.2, a popular item i suffering from the class-imbalanced issue has infinity

norm limn→∞ ||P n
i ||2 = ∞. The predicted score xui is thus approaching to a large

value, leading to meet the condition that xui is larger than xuj + ε, and therefore

resulting in the gradient λuij = 0. The model parameters will then not be effectively

updated in Equation (4.7) due to the so-called Gradient Vanishment issue [28].

Similar derivations and analysis can be conducted for logistic and cross entropy loss

for pairwise learning, by only changing the definition of `uij(xui, xuj).

4.3 Vital Negative Sampler

We have seen the impact of class-imbalance issue. In this section, we introduce our

Vital Negative Sampler (VINS), which includes a RejectSamper explicitly addressing

the class-imbalance issue.

4.3.1 Sampling with Reject Probability (RejectSampler)

Combining Theorem 4.1 and the frequency clustering phenomenon, we find that

the key of the solution is to reduce the imbalance value of popular items,

but increase the imbalance value of sparse items. We thus design a negative

sampling approach which tends to sample a negative item j with a larger degree than

the positive item i, rather than a negative item with a smaller degree than item i.

More specifically, for a given positive sample eui, we sample a negative item j with

reject probability 1 - min{π(j)
π(i)

, 1}. With this reject probability, we can increase the
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Algorithm 2: RejectSampler

1 Input: item i, max shot s, weight distribution π
2 Output: selected item j
3 selected j = -1, maxi deg = -1
4 for iter ← 1 to s do
5 j = randint(Z);
6 // in case of the popular item i
7 if π(j) > maxi deg then
8 maxi deg = π(j);
9 selected j = j;

10 reject ratio = 1 - min {π(j)
π(i)

, 1};
11 if random.uniform() > reject ratio then
12 selected j = j;
13 break;

14 return selected j;

chances of popular items exposed as negative samples while downgrading the chances

of sparse items. The detail about the implementation of RejectSampler is given in

Algorithm 2.

Theorem 4.3. For a given observed edge eui, if we sample a negative sample j with

accept probability min{π(j)
π(i)

, 1}, the sampling procedure equals to a Markov Chain pro-

cess which satisfies the detailed balance condition.

Proof. We first define a Markov transition matrix P , where each element Pij = 1
Z

denotes the transition probability from item i to j. Then with defined acceptance

probability min{π(j)
π(i)

, 1}, we can have a modified transition matrix P∗:

P∗ij =

{
Pij ·min{π(j)·Pji

π(i)·Pij , 1} if i 6= j

1−
∑

v 6=iP∗iv if i = j

To see if a transition matrix causing imbalance issue or not, we only need show

π(i) · P∗ij = π(j) · P∗ji. For i 6= j, we have Pij ·min{π(j), π(i)} = Pji ·min{π(i), π(j)}.

If i = j, we have π(i) = π(j). Clearly, we have π(i) ·P∗ij = π(j) ·P∗ji for both cases.
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Algorithm 3: VINS

1 Input: G = (V,E), max step κ, positive pair (u, i), max shot s, margin ε
2 Output: negative item j, and wui(ri)
3 selectedj = −1, maxj = −inf
4 for K ← 1 to κ do
5 do
6 j = RejectSampler(i, s,π)
7 while euj ∈ E;
8 xuji = xuj + ε− xui
9 if xuj > maxj then

10 maxj = xuj
11 selectedj = j

12 if xuji > 0 then
13 break;

14 ri = b Z
min(K,κ)

c;
15 return selectedj, wui(ri); // wui(ri) refers to Equation (4.8)

The transition matrix P∗ in Theorem 4.3 indicates a new biased random walk,

as shown in Figure 4.1(d). In fact, RejectSampler can adapt beyond the item degree

information to define the reject probability, resulting a different transition matrix P∗.

In this work, we focus on the degree, but leave for future the exploration of other

graph properties that might also have positive effect on alleviating the class-imbalance

problem.

4.3.2 Adaptive Negative Sampling

The RejectSampler in the previous subsection can address the class-imbalance issue.

We next introduce the full VINS approach, which considers the dynamic relative

rank position of positive and negative items for finding more informative neg-

ative samples avoiding λuij → 0 as much as possible, which is very important for

dealing with the mentioned gradient vanishment issue in Section 4.2.2. Algorithm 2

presents VINS in details. For getting a negative sample, RejectSampler is firstly used

to sample an item that is not connected to user u (line 5 to 7). Note that item j
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sampled from RejectSampler is not guaranteed to be negative for user i. Therefore

RejectSampler is re-called if j is connected to u (euj ∈ E).

The next step is to evaluate if the sampled item j is a violated one, which satisfies

ε+xuj ≥ xui, where ε is a margin (from line 8 to 13 of Algorithm 2). In fact, there can

be a set of violated negative samples, noted as Vui = {j|ε+ xuj ≥ xui, euj /∈ E}. The

hardness of searching a violated negative sample increases when the positive item i is

ranked higher. This hardness is reflected as the weight factor wui in Equation (4.1).

A smaller wui indicates a harder process to find a violated item j because the positive

item i has a relative high rank position. We thus define the weight as wui(ri), where

ri is the rank-aware variable of item i.

It is a non-trivial task to estimate ri and then wui(ri), because ri =
∑

j∈V ui
π(j)I(ε+

xuj ≥ xui) is difficult to attain, where I(x) is an indicator function. We use an item

buffer bufferui with size κ to store every sampled negative candidate j. Then, ri can

be approximated as ri ≈ b Z
min(K,κ)

c, where K is the number of steps to find item j,

and Z =
∑

i∈I π(i). Then wui(ri) is defined as

wui(ri) =
1 + 0.5 · (dlog2(ri + 1)e − 1)

1 + 0.5 · (dlog2(Z + 1)e − 1)
, (4.8)

As shown in line 14 and 15 in Algorithm 2.

With the selected negative item j by VINS, we can construct pairwise sample

(u, i, j) to train the ranking model. The employment of RejectSampler in VINS has

two benefits. First, it considers the class-imbalance issue and tends to select the useful

negative items than doing randomly, given the fact that items with large imbalance

values usually have large norm that makes them difficult to be distinguished from

positive items. Second, it reduces the size of negative item candidate set to explore

through selecting the useful negative samples to the buffer.
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Complexity Discussion

The most computationally expensive part of the proposed VINS model is the relative-

order sampling procedure (line 4 to 13 in Algorithm 2). As discussed previously,

finding a violated sample needs iterative comparison of the prediction value between

a positive item and a negative item candidate. For each negative sample, the compu-

tation complexity is O(d), where d is the embedding size. Assume that the average

number of steps to obtain a violated negative item is h′ and the maximum number

of chances to reject a sampled item from the RejectSampler is s, then the time com-

plexity of VINS will be O(|E| · (d + s) · h′). In practice, we find that the setting of

s in 0 < s ≤ 5 could achieve competitive performance according to the experimental

results shown in Section 4.4. The embedding size d is a hyper-parameter which is

often set to 128, 256 or values at the similar scale. The average number of steps h′

to find a violated item is bounded by the buffer size κ, since the proposed method

uses a buffer to track the selected negative candidates. In our case, we find that

κ = 64 or 128 is good enough to achieve the best performance in all experimental

datasets.

Connection to Existing Approaches

Most of negative sampling approaches assume that the negative items follow a pre-

defined distribution Q(j). According to the strategies to obtain a negative item,

we can summarize the main kinds of negative samplers into three categories: user-

independent, user-dependent, edge-dependent. The proposed approach (VINS) can

be regarded as a general version of several methods by controlling the setting of

hyper-parameters {κ, β}.

• user-independent : As the representatives, UNI [1] and POP [18] initialize the Q(j)

as a static distribution π. VINS can actually implement these two methods by

setting κ = 1, β = 0 for UNI, and κ = 1, β ∈ [0, 1] for POP.
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• user-dependent : This type of methods usually define a conditional distribution

Q(j|u) which can capture the dynamics of learning procedure to some extent.

Sampling from the exact distribution Q(j|u) will cost massive number of time in

large-scale item database. Most of methods turn to defining a sub-optimal distri-

bution based on a small number of candidate set. For example, DNS [12] greedily

selects the item with the largest predicted score xuj from the candidate set. Self-

adversarial (SA) [63] method first sample candidates from uniform distribution,

then calculate the weight of candidate through a softmax(xuj) distribution. Simi-

lar idea can be found in more recent proposed method PRIS [64]. Different from

SA, PRIS tries to estimate the distribution Q(j|u) through a importance sampling

approach. By borrowing ideas from GAN, IRGAN [61] propose a two-agent min-

max games, where generator G aborbs knowledge from discriminator, then selects

negative samples from QG(j|u) = softmax(xuj) to update discriminator. From

the view of distribution alignment, the generator actually attempts to learn dis-

tribution from the discriminator by taking Reinforcement Learning (RL) as the

workhorse. However, RL methods usually need lots of training cases to update

their policy, and sampling according to the policy distribution relies on the exact

distribution QG(j|u) over the whole item set, which makes IRGAN become very

slow to converge and difficult to tune the model. Moreover, the generator might

have a distribution which could delay from the discriminator, which can lead to

unqualified negative samples produced by the generator.

• edge-dependent : The methods mentioned above do not consider a fact that the

ranking position of positive item i evolves as the learning procedure move forwards,

in other words, the informative negative item set also changes. The edge-dependent

methods aim at selecting informative negatives from distribution Q(j|u, i). As an

initial study, Weston et al. [11] proposed the WARP loss by designing a rank-aware

distribution ri =
∑

j∈V ui
I(ε+xuj ≥ xui). However, it is impossible to get the exact
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ri for every single training sample (u,i) during the training stage. Fortunately the

negative item j can be obtained through estimating a geometric distribution P (X =

k) parameterized with p = ri
Z

. There’re many works that are based on WARP and

all of them follow the same idea as WARP to estimate the P (X = k) from a uniform

distribution. VINS also inherits the basic ideas from WARP but modifies the target

distribution as ri =
∑

j∈V ui
π(j)I(ε+xuj ≥ xui), and proposes to estimate it through

an importance sampling method after theoretically investigating the existing class-

imbalance issue and its potential influence. As the state-of-the-art variant of WARP

loss, LFM-W advances WARP with a normalization term. However, estimating

the geometric distribution from a uniform distribution makes LFM-W need lots of

steps to find a violated sample. Moreover, LFM-W might find sub-optimal negative

sample without considering the class-imbalance issue. LFM-W can be equivalent

to VINS by setting β = 0 and replacing the weight function wui(ri) as a truncated

Harmonic Series function, i.e. wui(ri) =
∑drie

z=1
1
z
.

Rank Estimation Bias Discussion

Let Pr(X = k) = p(1 − p)k−1 denote geometric distribution with parameter p, and

{X1, X2, · · · , Xn|Xi ∈ N} to be the observations. The optimized estimation of p by

maximizing the likelihood function will be p̂ = 1/X, where X =
∑n

i=1Xi/n. Now we

can obtain the expectation over the estimated parameter, i.e. E[p̂] = E[1/X].

Lemma 1. For special case n = 1, E[p̂] will be larger than p, which means p̂ is not

an unbiased estimation.

Proof.

E[p̂] = E[1/X1] =
∞∑
k=1

1

k
p(1− p)k−1

= p+
∞∑
k=2

1

k
p(1− p)k−1

(4.9)
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Figure 4.4: Top-N recommendation evaluation with different values of N on NDCG
and Recall, due to the limited space.

for p ∈ (0, 1) in this case, the above sum term is strictly positive.

Since we can get the estimated rank position as r̂i = p̂i ·Z. To save computational

cost, we usually run one time i.e., n = 1 to estimate the mass variable in dynamic

sampling approach. Under this scheme, the estimation expectation E[r̂i] = E[p̂ ·Z] =

E[Z/X1]. We find that the estimation error will become smaller as the positive sample

get better and better ranking position as the learning procedure move forwards. If

we fold out this equation, we can get the following induction:

E[
Z

X1

] = Z
∞∑
k=1

1

k
p(1− p)k−1

= ri +
∞∑
k=2

ri
k

(1− ri
Z

)k−1 > ri

(4.10)

where ri = Z · p denotes ground truth value. Let h(ri) = ri +
∑∞

k=2
ri
k

(1 − ri
Z

)k−1

represent a function of ri. It is very hard to analyze the gradients of function h(·).
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However, we need answer what’s the exact estimation bias as the change of idea

ranking ri. To answer this question, we turn to analyze a ratio function ψ(ri) =

(h(ri)−ri)/ri =
∑∞

k=2
1
k
(1− ri

Z
)k−1. Comparing to directly analyzing original function

h(ri), ψ(ri) is a monotone decreasing function. Based on the feature, we empirically

illustrate the change of estimation bias ratio and the rank variable ri. From Figure

4.4 we can see that as the item ranks higher, the estimation error will be smaller.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we report results to answer the following questions:

RQ1 How will the item imbalance value evolve when using different sampling strate-

gies?

RQ2 What are the advantages of VINS, comparing with the state-of-the-art base-

lines?

RQ3 How VINS can improve the computationally expensive models by sampling the

most useful training data?

4.4.1 Experimental Setting

Datasets

To validate the proposed sampling method, we use four publicly available datasets,

from Yelp Challenge (13th round) 1, Amazon 2 and Steam [65], with statistics infor-

mation in Table 5.1. Following the processing in [66, 67], we discard inactive users

and items with fewer than 10 feedbacks since cold-start recommendation usually is

regarded as a separate issue in the literature [67, 51]. For each dataset, we convert

star-rating into binary feedback regardless of the specific rating values since we care

1https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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Table 4.1: Statistical information of the datasets.
Data #Users #Items #Observation Sparsity

Yelp 113,917 93,850 3,181,432 99.97%

Movies&Tv 40,928 51,509 1,163,413 99.94%

CDs&Vinyl 26,876 66,820 770,188 99.95%

Steam 20,074 12,438 648,202 99.74%

more about the applications without explicit user feedbacks like ratings [68, 3]. We

split all datasets into training and testing set by holding out the last 20% review

behaviors of each user into the testing set, the rest as the training data.

Recommenders

In this work, we mainly study the state-of-the-art sampling methods in terms of their

effectiveness and efficiency. To uncover the features of different samplers, we consider

representative factorization models (MF and FPMC) and one state-of-the-art deep

model (MARank) which can capture users’ temporal dynamic preferences.

• Matrix Factorization (MF) [1]: This method uses a basic matrix factorization

model as the scoring function. It can be regarded as a shallow neural network with

a single hidden layer which takes user and item one-hot vector as input [44].

• Factorizing Personalized Markov Chains (FPMC) [51]: It is a method that

combines the MF and factorized Markov Chain over item sequence for next-item

prediction.

• MARank [53]: It incorporates both individual- and union-level item relation into a

deep multi-order attentive encoder, instead of only using factorized item transition

probability.

Baselines/Negative Samplers & Pairwise Loss

To valid the proposed sampling method, we mainly consider the following state-

of-the-art negative sampling methods as baselines, including two sampling meth-
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of maximum imbalance value of different sampling methods.

ods from static distribution, Uni [1] sampling a negative item from uniform dis-

tribution, POP [18] sampling negative items from a given distribution π, relative-

order sampling methods, Dynamic Negative Sampling (DNS) [12], LFM-D [19]

and LFM-W [19], AOBPR [10], CML [69], adversarial-like methods (SA) [63],

PRIS [64], and IRGAN [61].

Since the samplers are independent of the specific recommenders to work with,

we take MF as the base model to study their features, then switch to

more complicated models (i.e., FPMC, MARank). To keep the consistency

of experimental setting for different baselines except IRGAN, we instantiate `(·) as

− lnσ(·) [1] for all baselines involved in this work, shown as follows:

arg min
θ
L(G) =

∑
(u,i,j)∈D

−wui · lnσ(xui − xuj) + λ||θ||2F , (4.11)

where || · ||F denotes Frobenius norm. xui or xuj represents the specific recommender.

wui here will be 1 for sampling methods without explicit definition on it.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of minimum imbalance value of different sampling methods.

Reproducibility

All methods are optimized with Adam and implemented in Tensorflow with a GeForce

GTX 1080Ti GPU. We share the parameter setting of the optimizer for all baselines

and experiments in this work, with default learning rate η = 0.001. We use grid

search to examine the hyper-parameters, including the embedding size from {16,

64, 128}, λ from {0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01}. Different baselines have their own

hyper-parameters. For decay factor β in POP sampler, the search space includes

{0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. Both CML and DNS need a number of negative candidates. In

this work, a small number e.g., 10 or 20 gives good enough results as suggested by

the authors [12, 69]. LFM-D needs two hyper-parameters, the number of negative

candidates, and the expected sampling position. For the first one, it is the same as

DNS, but usually needs a little larger number, e.g., 20 in this work. The expected

sampling position can be obtained by multiplying the number of negative candidates

with a ratio factor ρ. The search space for ρ was {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5}, and ρ = 0.1
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gives the best results. AOBPR also needs to set the ratio factor ρ, and produces best

results with ρ = 0.1. LFM-W only has a margin parameter ε besides the optimizer

parameters and regularization term. This parameter actually varies as the type of

employed optimizer and the validation model. We search the best choice ε from {1,

2, 3, 4} for both LFM-W and VINS. For VINS, we need to search the best choice for

buffer size κ and decay factor β. In this work, we find that κ = 64 or 128 is good

enough according to the analysis results. In terms of IRGAN, we implement this

method with the published code 3 and suggested setting. In self-adversarial method

(SA) 4, the discriminator and generator are the same prediction model. It creates an

adversarial item by aggregating a number of negative items. In this work, we tried

different settings from {64, 128, 256}, and select the best value i.e. 256. We follow

the suggested setting by the authors to set up PRIS [64].

4.4.2 Item Imbalance Value Evaluation (RQ1)

To evaluate the item imbalance value when applying different sampling methods, we

count the number of appearance in positive and negative samples for each item. Then

we track the evolution of the maximum and minimum imbalance value. Due to the

characteristics of adversarial-like methods themselves such as SA, PRIS, IRGAN, it is

difficult to catch the evolution of items’ imbalance value. Therefore, we discard them

and focus on the other methods. It is expected that non-uniform sampling methods

can downgrade the maximum but increase the minimum imbalance value comparing

with the UNI method. From the results shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, we can find

that most of baselines reach the expectation. The proposed method VINS does not

ideally increase the minimum class-imbalance value in Steam data. However, VINS

keeps imbalance value larger than the other methods except POP, and with the help

of adaptive sampling strategy, VINS achieves better performance than the baselines

3https://github.com/geek-ai/irgan
4https://github.com/DeepGraphLearning/KnowledgeGraphEmbedding
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Table 4.2: Ranking performance when using different sampling methods with MF
as the recommender for top-10 recommendation. The best baseline is marked with
underline, the second best is marked by *.

Method Sampler Yelp Movies&Tv CDs&Vinyl Steam

F1@10 NDCG@10 F1@10 NDCG@10 F1@10 NDCG@10 F1@10 NDCG@10

Item-KNN 0.0153 0.0205 0.0178 0.0258 0.0191 0.0261 0.0296 0.0409

MF

Uni 0.0135 0.0168 0.0146 0.0186 0.0195 0.0249 0.0338 0.0457
POP 0.0129 0.0161 0.0179 0.0232 0.0229 0.0301 0.0333 0.0472

AOBPR 0.0140 0.0173 0.0153 0.0197 0.0211 0.0278 0.0334 0.0463
CML 0.0177 0.0216 0.0133 0.0179 0.0205 0.0276 0.0239 0.0317
PRIS 0.0158 0.0210 0.0148 0.0192 0.0204 0.0265 0.0374 0.0502
SA 0.0161 0.0199 0.0159 0.0206 0.0243 0.0326 0.0347 0.0483

IRGAN 0.0188 0.0235 0.0206 0.0269 0.0263 0.0348 0.0358 0.0512
DNS *0.0197 *0.0247 *0.0211 *0.0276 *0.0275 *0.0366 0.0398 0.0551

LFM-D 0.0187 0.0234 0.0204 0.0267 0.0269 0.0354 *0.0406 *0.0561
LFM-W 0.0202 0.0255 0.0236 0.0313 0.0301 0.0401 0.0414 0.0569

VINS (ours) 0.0222 0.0281 0.0245 0.0326 0.0310 0.0410 0.0429 0.0594

Improvement
ours vs best 9.9% 10.2% 3.81% 4.15% 2.99% 2.24% 3.62% 4.39%

ours vs second 12.7% 13.7% 16.1% 18.1% 12.7% 12.0% 5.66% 5.88%

from the results shown in Table 4.2. Combining with the overall performance shown

in Table 4.2, we can see that most of the methods have better recommendation

performance than the UNI method. From this point of view, alleviating the class-

imbalance issue has positive effect on the performance of learned model. It is also

consistent with our theoretical analysis in previous sections.

4.4.3 Advantages of VINS (RQ2)

We evaluate the advantages of VINS on ranking performance in different metrics, and

training time efficiency.

Ranking Performance

Table 4.2 summarizes the ranking performance of different sampling methods when

applied to optimizing the same objective function. Dynamic sampling methods LFM-

W and VINS significantly outperform the other baselines with a clear margin. While,

the proposed sampler VINS is superior to the state-of-the-art method LFM-W. This

validates the effectiveness of VINS which selects the negative candidates with reject

probability motivated by class-imbalance issue.
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Table 4.3: Time complexity analysis: number of average steps h′ to find a negative
sample by LFM-W and VINS. The term behind ± stands for the standard variance.

Epoch 5 10 20 50 150

Yelp

LFM-W 10.2±26.4 17.0± 52.2 19.8± 59.4 21.5± 63.2 21.7±65.2

VINS 8.7±14.5 11.8± 17.4 14.6± 19.7 16.2±21.0 16.3±21.0

Movies&Tv

LFM-W 3.2±8.0 6.5±24.7 12.0±42.7 18.4±60.9 19.0±62.9

VINS 3.4±7.6 6.2±12.2 9.8±16.1 14.9±20.0 16.2±20.7

CDs&Vinyl

LFM-W 3.5±15.1 10.0±40.6 17.1±58.2 28.5±83.3 29.3±85.5

VINS 3.8±10.1 7.9±14.8 12.8±18.8 21.4±23.2 23.4±23.9

Steam

LFM-W 3.2±5.7 4.1±8.8 5.0±11.1 6.2±16.0 6.3±16.7

VINS 2.8±5.6 3.5±7.0 4.3±8.4 5.4±9.8 5.8±10.6

Time Complexity

From Table 4.4, we can see that as the data scale up in size, all samplers will need

more time. Especially, LFM-W needs over 10x more time comparing with stationary

sampling methods, while VINS is more efficient than LFM-W.

The average number of steps to find a violated negative sample is the key for

the time complexity analysis. As discussed in Section 3, time complexity of dynamic

sampling approaches like LFM-W and VINS heavily depends on the search of a proper

negative sample from massive trials. To further investigate the sampling process, we

use the buffer technology for both methods5 to show the connection between the

model performance convergence and maximum steps to sample a violated item. The

results shown in Table 4.5 demonstrate that VINS can converge to stable performance

with less trials for each positive sample, while LFM-W needs a larger buffer with at

least 1024 slots. The results suggest κ=64 for VINS, to keep a balance between

training efficiency and model performance. VINS can converge to the better solution

than LFM-W, meanwhile needs only a small number of trials to find a violated shown

5The original LFM-W did not define a buffer, we set the maximum of sampling trials for LFM-W
to 1024.
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Table 4.4: Time complexity comparison with different data scale in terms of average
running time per epoch in minutes and relative time complexity to the simplest
method “Uni”.

Sampler Steam (smallest) CDs&Vinyl Movies&Tv Yelp (largest)

Uni 0.07 (1x) 0.1 (1x) 0.16 (1x) 0.47 (1x)

POP 0.09 (1.28x) 0.13 (1.3x) 0.2 (1.25x) 0.58 (1.23x)

AOBPR 0.05 (0.71x) 0.23 (2.3x) 0.32 (2x) 1.98 (4.21x)

CML 0.33 (4.71x) 0.33 (3.3x) 0.5 (3.1x) 1.23 (2.61x)

PRIS 1.12 (16x) 1.38 (13.8x) 2.07 (12.9x) 6.25 (13.3x)

SA 0.48 (6.85x) 0.66 (6.6x) 0.92 (5.75x) 2.76 (5.87x)

IRGAN 3.85 (55x) 4.54 (45.4x) 5.6 (35x) 23.4 (49.8x)

DNS 0.28 (4x) 0.44 (4.4x) 0.72 (4.5x) 2.1 (4.46x)

LFM-D 0.38 (5.42x) 0.49 (4.9x) 1.1 (6.87x) 1.86 (3.95x)

LFM-W 0.35 (5x) 1.58 (15.8x) 1.65 (10.3x) 4.78 (10.1x)

VINS 0.25 (3.57x) 1.08 (10.8x) 1.12 (6.37x) 3.05 (6.48x)

in Table 4.3. This leads to over 30% training time saved comparing with LFM-W,

shown in Table 4.4.

4.4.4 Improvement on Computationally expensive Methods

(RQ3)

By far, we only apply the dynamic sampling methods on a linear recommendation

model (MF). It is also interesting to evaluate their performance on more complicated

models, for example FPMC and MARank, for next-item prediction. From the experi-

mental results shown in Figure 4.7 we can find that VINS can save more training time

(from 50% to 60%) than LFM-W ranging from shallow model FPMC to deep atten-

tive model MARank, while reaching the best recommendation performance shown in

Figure 4.8 and 4.9. This significant acceleration of recommendation model training

verifies that VINS is an effective dynamic negative sampling method. Especially for

deep neural models training, VINS is a promising tool to select the most useful nega-

tive samples for achieving both significant reduction of training time and improvement

of inference capability.
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Table 4.5: Performances with different buffer size.
Buffer Size 8 16 32 64 128 1024

Yelp-F1@10

LFM-W 0.0138 0.0164 0.0180 0.0189 0.0197 0.0202

VINS 0.0169 0.0185 0.0205 0.0222 0.0225 0.0223

Yelp-NDCG@10

LFM-W 0.0185 0.0204 0.0224 0.0238 0.0251 0.0255

VINS 0.0209 0.0234 0.0253 0.0281 0.0284 0.0281

Movies&Tv-F1@10

LFM-W 0.0193 0.0215 0.0223 0.0228 0.0232 0.0236

VINS 0.0222 0.0228 0.0235 0.0245 0.0243 0.0246

Movies&Tv-NDCG@10

LFM-W 0.0252 0.0279 0.0295 0.0301 0.0305 0.0313

VINS 0.029 0.0302 0.0308 0.0326 0.0325 0.0326

CDs&Vinyl-F1@10

LFM-W 0.0249 0.0270 0.0278 0.0296 0.0298 0.0301

VINS 0.0270 0.0285 0.0296 0.0310 0.0311 0.0312

CDs&Vinyl-NDCG@10

LFM-W 0.0328 0.0352 0.0365 0.0392 0.0398 0.0401

VINS 0.0361 0.0376 0.0397 0.0402 0.041 0.0412

Steam-F1@10

LFM-W 0.0389 0.0399 0.0404 0.0408 0.0409 0.0414

VINS 0.0408 0.0418 0.0426 0.0429 0.0430 0.0428

Steam-NDCG@10

LFM-W 0.0533 0.0547 0.0552 0.0566 0.0568 0.0569

VINS 0.0567 0.0588 0.0603 0.0601 0.0601 0.0603
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Figure 4.7: Time complexity according to the growth of model complexity.
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Figure 4.8: Ranking performance on F1 metric of shallow and deep models.
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Figure 4.9: Ranking performance on NDCG metric of shallow and deep models.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this work, we systematically study the class-imbalance problem in pairwise ranking

optimization for recommendation tasks. We indicate out the edge- and vertex-level

imbalance problem, and show its connection to sampling a negative item from static

distribution. To tackle the challenges raised by the class-imbalance problem, we

propose a two-phase sampling approach to alleviate the imbalance issue by tend-

ing to sample a negative item with a larger degree and close prediction score to

the given positive sample. We conduct thorough experiments to show that the bi-

ased sampling method with reject probability can help to find violated samples more

efficiently, meanwhile having a competitive or even better performance with state-of-

the-art methods. Dynamic sampling methods are always more costly than stationary

sampling methods, due to the process of finding a violated negative item by contin-

ually comparing the predicted value of positive and negative samples. The proposed

method VINS can help to reduce the number of steps to find a negative sample,

therefore reduce the computation cost. Due to this appealing feature of VINS, we

can bring its advantages to learn more powerful deep neural models for different tasks

that will take pairwise loss as the optimization objective.
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Chapter 5

Ranking Optimization for Dynamic Entity Relations

Modeling the complicated interactions behind users’ temporal preferences over items

is essential for providing personalization service in many domains like e-commerce,

social friend suggestion, news/article recommendation, etc. In this chapter, we focus

on exploring users’ sequential behavior for predicting next item to visit/buy according

to his/her given sequential transaction. One typical example is which book will Mike

buy at future time t after ordering multiple books? To answer this question, the

proposed solution needs to account for a balance between general (long-term) and

sequential (short-term) patterns.

As a representative solution, Markov chain based approaches [70, 51, 68, 67] shine

light on how to extend general user preference by fusing individual-level item-

item transition dependency, shown as Figure 5.1(a), where the arrows indicate the

individual-level dependency between a pair of items that don’t need to be adjacent.

Given a set of previous interacted items (referred as query items), the dependency of

a target item on these query items is usually measured as the average or weighted

relevance value. Such individual-level dependencies can result in better recommenda-

tions, however have limitations on capturing the collective influence between items.

For example, buying eggs, milk, and butter together indicates a higher probability of

buying flour than eggs, milk or butter individually.

To tackle this limitation, Tang et al. [66] introduce to model union-level influence

shown as Figure 5.1(b), which can be measured with the support-confidence for

rule X → Y of the form (xt−L, · · · , xt−2, xt−1) → xt. Such a rule can reflect that
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Figure 5.1: Toy example to illustrate individual- and union-level item relevance model.
Su denotes historical interaction sequence of user u, Sui represents a specific item.

purchase decisions are made based on what collocational products have already been

ordered. However, from the evidences as shown in [66], there is a serious sparsity

problem as L increases. That is, union-level item-item relation is difficult to model,

especially in sparse data. Note that modeling individual-level relationship has no such

a problem since only a single pair of items are involved. Despite the success of recent

advances on applying recurrent neural network (RNN) or convolutional neural network

(CNN) [52, 71, 66, 72] to model union-level item dependency, they whittle the ability

of discriminating the highly correlated item pairs for sequential recommendation.

Therefore, we argue that individual- or union-level influence can be complementary

to tackle users’ temporal preference learning problem. As we discussed in previous

paragraph, pairwise item interaction can be more easily extracted than union-to-single

item interaction. In particular, it is more important to utilize individual influence

between query and target item when the large length of association rule is not well

supported in sparse data.

In this study, we propose to unify individual- and union-level item dependency

into a Multi-order Attentive Ranking model (MARank) towards top-N sequential

recommendation. Modeling union-level influence can be conceptually understood by

estimating the probability of associate rule X → Y , which could be measured by the

matching score between a distributional representation of an item set X and single

item Y. In this work, we design a model with the combination of attention network and
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residual network to represent item set X. The abstractive framework is described in

Figure 5.2. To better understand users’ short-term preference over items, we design a

multi-order attention network to highlight the contribution of the encoded sequential

items’ multi-order features from the intermedia hidden status of a feedforward residual

neural network. The idea is inspired by the method to understand an image with

features extracted from low to high layer, which act as object representation from

different views. Then, we feed the aggregated embedding from the attention network

as the input to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with residual structure (encoded union-

level features), and simultaneously construct a shortcut connection from input vector

to the output of MLP layer. To keep weighted individual-level features, an element-

wise addition operation is applied on the output from multi-order attention network

and MLP layer, then the obtained aggregated contextual embedding can be used to

capture item-item relation from both individual- and union-level. From experimental

analysis on three large-scale real datasets, we can see that the designed structure

works very well to outperform the state-of-the-art baselines. The main contributions

of this work can be summarized as:

5.1 Related Work

Recommendation without Temporal Dynamics: Item recommendation has be-

come an integrated, even leading function in enormous applications involved with

products suggestion, hunting excellent musicians, etc. Early works mainly focus on

optimizing rating estimation through neighborhood [35] and model based [33, 73] col-

laborative filtering approaches. Differently hitting users’ interests by a short ranking

list as much as possible focuses on relative predicted score, other than exact estima-

tion error.

To express the above-mentioned idea, many factorization models are proposed,

ranging from point-wise [4, 3], pairwise [1, 49], to list-wise [2, 31] ranking methods.
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Along with recent advances on designing deep neural networks (DNNs) for computer

vision, text mining etc., Wu et al. [50] indicated out that factorization models can

be represented as a shallow neural network, which makes factorization models very

flexible in incorporating encoded auxiliary information by DNNs. He et al. [44] fo-

cused on capturing highly nonlinear interactions between a user-item pair by unifying

factorization models with a multiple perceptron layers.

Next-item Prediction: Temporal dynamics [74] in recommendation tasks have

been demonstrated very effectively in personalized item prediction. In a seminal

work for modeling temporal dynamics, Koren [75] explored temporal drifting user

preferences over items for rating estimation problem. Subsequently several works [76,

77] are inspired to care about temporal drift effect. However, most of them make

use of explicit timestamp difference, and ignore an important fact that users prefer

visiting related items in a short period. Chen et al. [70] utilized Markov chains to

explore the transition probability among items via predicting next purchase depending

on last actions. Such an idea can reflect users’ short-term preferences, however,

personalization means beyond that. To better model temporal dynamics, several

recent works like FPMC [51], HRM [72], TranRec [68], Fossil [78], combine users’

general (long-term) tastes with Markov chains (short-term) based on factorization

methods. Despite the success of them, it may not be sufficient to capture complicated

interactions of user’s dynamic transition behaviors via the choice of shallow relevance

metrics like inner-product (e.g., FPMC, HRM, Fossil) or Euclidean (e.g., TranRec) of

low-dimensional embeddings. Recently there are also some works based on recurrent

neural networks. [52, 37, 79] proposed to use GRU unit to build session-based

recommender systems. However, they did not consider users’ personalization, nor can

tell the contribution scale of each previous item to target one. Both [80, 81] explored

the application of attention method to weigh a set of historical items, however missing

the sequential dependency among items.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Overall architecture of the proposed model MARank. pu and E
denotes the retrieved user embedding and embeddings for prior items in Sut−1,n, re-
spectively. (b) Illustration of the multi-order attention network. As residual network
for encoding user and items share the same architecture, we only elaborate the specific
structure of ResNetI .

5.2 Problem Formulation

Let U and I represent the user and item set, respectively. The whole transaction

data can be described as S = {Su : u ∈ U}. Each user u ∈ U is associated with

a transaction sequence Su = (Su1 , S
u
2 , ..., S

u
|Su|), where Sut ∈ I denotes a user u ever

interacted with an item at a specific time point. Note that we only care about the

relative orders like first, second and so on, but ignore the absolute time point like 1st

May, 2018. Sequential recommendation aims at predicting the next item that a user

will be interested in with a given historical transaction sequence. Usually, only a very

short list of items will be exposed to users. Therefore, hitting users’ requirement in

a top-N recommendations is a non-trivial sequential prediction problem.

Explicitly Modeling Long-term User Preference

Understanding the interactions between users and items is the key to provide success-

ful personalization service. Factorization model has gained lots of attention, where

proximity between a user u and item j can be measured as an inner-product of their
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embeddings:

ŷu,j = pTuqj, (5.1)

where pu ∈ Rd and qj ∈ Rd denote a distributional representation of user u and item

j, respectively. The larger prediction ŷu,j is, the more likely that user u will act on

item j in future. However, such definition of user-item relevance only captures long-

term preference, while discards an important fact that human behaviors naturally

come along with temporal dependencies. In next section, we will discuss how to

augment long-term user interests by unifying both individual- and union-level item-

item dependency.

5.3 Proposed Method

The proposed model aims to express user interests over items by decomposing user’s

consuming behavior into long-term and short-term motivations. In previous section,

we already show how to capture long-term preference by explicitly measuring user-

item similarity with general embedding. In this part, we will discuss how to extend

general user’s embedding with short-term interests over a small set of the most n

present items, which can be denoted as Sut−1,n = (Sut−1, S
u
t−2, ..., S

u
t−n). Analogous to

the objective scoring function of FPMC [51], we formulate the MARank’s predictive

model as:

ŷu,j = puq
T
j + F(u, Sut−1,n)mT

j (5.2)

where mj ∈ Rd denotes additional item embedding to model item-item transition de-

pendency, and F(u, Sut−1,n) represents the designed multi-order attentive neural model,

including the components embedding lookup layer, multi-order attention network, and

residual network (ResNet), as shown in Figure 5.2(a).

Embedding Lookup Layer. The input to the neural encoder F(u, Sut−1,n) contains

two parts: a user u, and a subset Sut−1,n including the most recent n items before time
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point t. The embedding lookup operation retrieves previous n items’ embeddings,

and stacked them together resulting in a matrix E ∈ Rn×d:

E =


mSut−1

mSut−2

...

mSut−n

 . (5.3)

Along with item embeddings, we also obtain the user embedding pu ∈ Rd to repre-

sent general user latent feature. These embeddings are presented by corresponding

symbols of the output of embedding lookup layer in the Figure 5.2(a).

Residual Network (ResNet). From the Figure 2 we can see that ResNet plays

a key role on learning high-order non-linear interactions among different elements

of input vectors. We initialize residual network with a fully connected multilayer

perceptron (MLP) but not CNN, considering the explored problem does not have

nature spatial patterns like images. The definition of L-layer ResNet(L, x) is as

follows:

h1 = ReLU(xW1 + b1 + x)

h2 = ReLU(h1W2 + b2 + h1)

· · · · · ·

hL = ReLU(hL−1WL + bL + hL−1)

(5.4)

where WL ∈ Rd×d,bL ∈ Rd represent weight matrix, and bias vector, respectively.

ReLU stands for the activation function rectifier linear unit. The hyper-parameter

L denotes the maximum number of residual layers. The output of L-layer ResNet

contains two parts that are a sequence of hidden status HL={h1, · · · ,hL} and the

last hidden unit hL. In MARank, we instantiate three different residual networks,

i.e. ResNetI , ResNetU and ResNetE. To capture complicated personal characteris-

tics, we propose to map raw user and item embeddings into high-order features with
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the help of multilayer ResNetU and ResNetI , respectively. The idea is inspired by

representing vision object with low-to-high level features extracted by deep neural

networks. Analogously the sequence of hidden status from ResNetU or ResNetI

might capture potential high-order interactions between partial fields in user or item

embedding, which can help us to discriminate the significance of items in different

levels with respect to a given user.

Multi-order Attention Network. With the input embeddings pu and E, the

multi-order attention network is instantiated with two k -layer residual network, i.e.

ResNetU(k,pu) and ResNetI(k,E), as shown in Figure 5.2(b). Since ResNetU

shares the same structure as ResNetI in Figure 5.2(b), we only present the feature

transformation process of ResNetI . Let HU
k = {p1

u, · · · ,pku} and HI
k = {E1, · · · ,Ek}

denote the output sequence of hidden statuses of ResNetU and ResNetI , respectively.

In order to distinguish the sources of hidden statuses, we use pku and Ek to represent

the high-order features generated at k -th layer of ResNetU and ResNetI . Besides the

high-order features, we also keep the raw embeddings, resulting in an extended set

of encoded features, i.e. HU
k = {plu|l ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k}}, HI

k = {El|l ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k}},

where p0
u = pu and E0 = E.

To aggregate the embeddings of sequential items, we utilize a soft attention

method. When the high-order features HU
k and HI

k for both input user u and all

sequential items are ready, we can apply the following attentive model to generate an

integrated contextual embedding elc ∈ Rd at l -layer:

elc =
n∑
i=1

αlui ·ml
Sut−i

;
n∑
i=1

αlui = 1 (5.5)

where weight scale αlui is normalized by a softmax layer on the attention scores when

given the embedding of user u and the sequential item Sut−i, and ml
Sut−i

is the corre-

sponding i -th row of transformed matrix El. In this work, we use a two-layer network
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to compute the attention score as follows:

αui = Wa
1g(pluW

a
u + ml

Sut−i
Wa

i + c2) + c1

αui =
exp(αui)∑n
i=1 exp(αui)

,

where Wa
∗ are the shared weight matrices for attention layer. g(x) is activation func-

tion and we use tanh activation unit in this work. Let Ê = {elc|l ∈ {0, · · · , k}}

represent the set of aggregated high-order features depending the interactions with

given user’s features. Based on Ê, we have many methods to obtain the final contex-

tual embedding to represent user’s short-term interests with the most recent n items.

For example, we can employ multiple self-attention blocks Transformer [82] to get

much more complicated feature interactions, or directly apply RNN. Though they can

provide flexibility to model rich interactions, in this work, we prefer to using a simple

soft attention network. The reason is very straightforward that wrapping a attention

layer outside Ê can help to keep individual-level item-item similarity. Specifically,

we define the soft attention as follows:

ec = SoftAtt(Ê) = βÊ

β = softmax(Wb
1g(ÊWb

2 + batt2 ) + batt1 )

(5.6)

where Wb
∗ acts as the weight matrices for attention layer, and β ∈ Rk+1 is the

attention weight vector. We can see that the output of multi-order attention network

actually is linear combination of the high-order features inside HI
k, that is ec =∑k

l=0

∑n
i=1 βl ·αluiml

Sut−i
. If we define F(u, Sut−1,n) in Equation (5.2) as ec, then second

term F(u, Sut−1,n)mT
j =

∑k
l=0

∑n
i=1 βl·αluiml

Sut−i
mT

j equals to weighted sum of relevance

value of item pairs, that is, individual-level item-item interaction is captured. In

order to model union-level item dependency, we instantiate L-layer residual network

ResNetE(L, ec) and use the last hidden status hL as the encoded feature to represent
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the set of short-tern interacted items by the given user u. Then we have the final

definition F(u, Sut−1,n) = ec + hL, and the full definition of the prediction value for

each item as:

ŷu,j = puq
T
j︸ ︷︷ ︸

long−term

+

Individual−level︷ ︸︸ ︷
ecm

T
j +

Union−level︷ ︸︸ ︷
hLmT

j︸ ︷︷ ︸
short−term

(5.7)

Ranking Optimization: To effectively learn the parameters of the proposed MARank

model, we define a pairwise ranking loss based on the assumption that an item (posi-

tive sample) this user liked will have a relative larger value than other items (negative

samples) that he/she has no interest in. The loss function is formulated as:

arg min
Θ

∑
u∈U

∑
j∈Su

∑
s/∈Su
− lnσ(ŷu,j,z)

+
λ

2
(
∑
u∈U

||pu||2F +
∑
j∈I

||mj||2F + ||qj||2F ),

(5.8)

where || · ||F denotes Frobenius norm, and ŷu,j,z = ŷu,j − ŷu,z. Item j is an item liked

by user u, in contrast with z that s/he shows no interest. Function σ(x) = 1
1+exp(−x)

denotes the probability that a learned model gives a larger score to a positive sample

than a negative one. λ is a hyper-parameter for L2 norm regularization on model

parameters.

It is intractable to directly do optimization on the objective function (Eq. (5.8))

due to the enormous amount of positive-negative sample pairs. Usually, we first

uniformly sample a user u from U . Then we can sample a positive item j from

transaction sequence Su at time point t along with the most n recent items Sut−1,n.

Negative item s /∈ Su will be uniformly sampled. In this work, we use Adam optimizer

to optimize the proposed model. Since each training sample (u, j, z, Sut−1,n) can be

constructed independently, we can apply mini-batch SGD to speed up the training

efficiency.
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Discussion

Temporal Order: One may argue that temporal order is very important for se-

quential recommendation, in contrast, attention network over items ignores the order.

Generally we canset size n as small as possible to present user’s short-term demands,

based on the assumption that user’s attention in a small session window will display

his/her target motivations or demands at that moment. Different from previous works

highlighting the temporal orders of observed interactions, we argue that temporal or-

der is not a must constraint because user usually tend to hover between different

items in a small session (like the skip behavior modeled in [66]). The anchor items

that drive user to make final decision might not be the closest one, but those viewed

before. The experimental evaluations further support this argument, as we will show

later. In MARank, we divide user’s consuming behavior into long-term and short-

term patterns. The long-term preference can store user’s general tastes hidden in the

whole transaction history, which make it possible to represent short-term preference

only with a set of small size of prior interacted items.

Markov Chain (MC): We find that MARank can be viewed as a generalization of

classical MC-based models. Rendle et al. introduced Factorized Personalized Markov

Chains (FPMC) based on the observation that users could continuously review two

closely related items. The proposed method MARank can be reduced to FPMC

by keeping only individual-level contextual embedding and replacing the multi-order

attention network with an average pooling operation. Different from FPMC, MARank

can automatically weight the contribution of items through matching the relation

between user and items.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present our experimental results, with comparison to different

kinds of baseline methods to answer the following research questions:
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RQ1: Can our proposed method outperform the state-of-the-art baselines for sequen-

tial recommendation task?

RQ2: How does data sparsity influence MARank?

RQ3: How MARank is affected by each component?

Evaluation Protocol

To validate the proposed method MARank for top-N sequential recommendation, we

use three publicly available datasets, Yelp 1 and Amazon 2, with statistics information

in Table 5.1 after pre-processing. Amazon data [68] contains product purchase

history ranging from May 1996 - July 2014. We mainly conduct experiments on

two subsets, Movies&TV composing user review actions on both movie and tv, and

CDs&Vinyl for actions on CDs and vinyl record. As the original datasets are too

sparse, we filter out inactive users with fewer than 10 feedbacks. For each dataset, we

convert star-rating into binary feedback regardless of the specific rating values since

we care more about the applications without explicit user feedbacks like ratings,

following the evaluation in [68, 3]. We utilize a widely used evaluation setting, fold-

out [66, 83] that is, a number of latest interactions of each user are hold-out as test

set and the remaining data is for training. Without special description, we use last

20% of each user’s feedbacks as test set.

Several types of state-of-the-art baselines are taken into consideration, including

BPR-MF [1], FPMC [51], TranRec [68], GRU4Rec [52], NARM [84], ACF [80],

Caser [66]. We evaluate all of algorithms at the following top-N ranking metrics:

Precision@N and Recall@N [29], NDCG@N [30] and MRR@N [31, 32]. We

implement TranRec 3, GRU4Rec 4, Caser 5 with the code given by the authors.

1https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
2https://www.amazon.com/
3https://sites.google.com/a/eng.ucsd.edu/ruining-he/
4https://github.com/hidasib/GRU4Rec
5https://github.com/graytowne/caser pytorch
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Table 5.1: Statistical information of datasets.
Data # Users # Items # Observation Sparsity

Yelp 25677 25815 731671 99.89%

Movies&TV 35168 51227 1070645 99.94%

CDs&Vinyl 26876 66820 770188 99.95%

Table 5.2: Ranking performance comparison (the best results of baseline are marked
as * along with underline). The last row shows the improvement of MARank over
the best baseline algorithm.

Methods Yelp Movies&Tv CDs&Vinyl

Measures@20 Rec Pre NDCG MRR Rec Pre NDCG MRR Rec Pre NDCG MRR

BPR-MF 0.0618 0.0156 0.0382 0.0132 0.0404 0.0095 0.0248 0.0089 0.0512 0.0121 0.0323 0.0119

GRU4Rec 0.0586 0.0151 0.0373 0.0131 0.0372 0.0098 0.0235 0.0081 0.0358 0.0093 0.023 0.0082

NARM 0.0616 0.0159 0.0401 0.0145 0.0429 0.0111 0.0273 0.0096 0.0426 0.0108 0.028 0.0104

GRU4Rec+ 0.0699 0.0179 0.0456 0.0166 0.0526 0.0138 0.0344 0.0124 0.0527 0.0138 0.0352 0.0129

NARM+ *0.0718 *0.0183 *0.0465 *0.0169 0.0587 *0.0145 0.0375 0.0136 0.0678 *0.0169 0.0449 0.0169

ACF 0.0661 0.0169 0.0425 0.0153 0.0458 0.0107 0.0286 0.0106 0.0554 0.0133 0.0357 0.0134

Caser 0.0653 0.0161 0.0415 0.0151 0.0494 0.0122 0.0318 0.0116 0.0495 0.0129 0.0346 0.0132

TranRec 0.0703 0.0176 0.0458 0.0169 0.0606 0.0135 0.0392 0.0155 *0.0704 0.0164 *0.0468 *0.0184

FPMC 0.0713 0.0178 0.0463 0.0169 *0.0608 0.0142 *0.0406 *0.0162 0.0646 0.0156 0.0450 0.0179

MARank 0.0791 0.0199 0.0509 0.0183 0.0680 0.0162 0.0444 0.0170 0.0817 0.0201 0.0552 0.0212

Improvement 10.1% 8.7% 9.4% 8.2% 11.8% 11.7% 9.3% 4.9% 16.0% 18.9% 17.8% 15.2%

Evaluation Setup: We use grid search to select the best parameter setting for

different algorithms. These include embedding size d from {8, 16, 32, 64}, regulariza-

tion hyper-parameter λ from {0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001}. Since Adam

is employed to optimize all the algorithms except TranRec, we use Adam’s sug-

gested default learning ratio i.e., 0.001. Learning ratio for TranRec is selected from

{0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005}. Besides the commonly shared hyper-parameters, some algo-

rithms have their own special setting. For FPMC, we set the length of Markov chain

to one. We also tried other choices, however, the performance does not improve

much. Without special mention, we fix the length N of ranked list as 20. The model

is trained in Tensorflow on a GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU.

Reproductivity: We study MARank with different number of previous items from

{2, 4, 6, 8, 10}, while n = 6 gives the best results. We also try different number of

hidden layers L or k from {0, 2, 4, 8}. From the experimental results, we find that 2

or 4 layers are enough to ensure competitive results. The dropout ratio and gradient
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Figure 5.3: Top-N recommendation evaluation with different values of N on NDCG
and Recall.

clipping norm is set to 0.5 and 5, respectively.

Overall Comparison (RQ1)

We begin with evaluating the performances of the proposed MARank and all baselines.

Results are shown in Table 5.2 and we have the following observations. It is inter-

esting that basic BPR-MF has competitive performance with RNN based method,

GRU4Rec or NARM. Here BPR-MF considers user intrinsic preference over items,

while GRU4Rec or NARM only models union-level item interaction. Such results

may shine lights on the importance of user’s general taste. To further validate the

effectiveness of RNN-based model, we extend GRU4Rec and NARM to GRU4Rec+

and NARM+ via adding general user-item interaction, and find that GRU4Rec+ or

NARM+ can improve BPR-MF after incorporating item’s temporal dependency. Dif-

ferent from GRU4Rec+, NARM+ employs the attention network over the sequence

of hidden statuses output by GRU. Comparing with GRU4Rec+, attention mecha-

nism makes NRAM+ stand out. ACF also employs attention mechanism to aggregate

user’s historical items without taking the temporal order into account. Experimental
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Figure 5.4: Recommendation evaluation on different user groups, which are separated
according to the number of feedbacks.

results show that both NARM+ and ACF have better performance than BPR-MF.

On considering that ACF and NARM+ share common ideas on fusing item-item

relation into prediction function, the observation verifies that modeling item-item de-

pendency can significantly help to improve the recommendation accuracy. Caser is

a recently proposed model to apply CNN instead of GRU to compress a sequence

of items’ embeddings into a low-dimension vector. It has much better performance

than GRU4Rec, which is consistent with the performance tendency shown in recent

work [66]. Similar to NARM+, Caser considers not only union-level item depen-

dency, but also user-item general preference. However, after extending GRU4Rec

and NARM with user’s general taste, Caser in contrast does not perform as well as

GRU-based models.

Instead of modeling union-level item interaction, TranRec and FPMC are two

state-of-the-art approaches based on individual-level item temporal dependency. In-

terestingly, both of them outperform the other baselines. This observation suggests

that keeping directed interaction between a pair of items is essential for sequential
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Figure 5.5: Performance on sparse training set. x axis stands for the proportion of
training samples.

recommendation. Encouragingly, we can find that MARank always has better per-

formance than other baselines. In MARank, both union- and individual-level item

interaction are captured under the design of attentive neural network with residual

structure. These results indicate that dealing with sequential recommendation task

has close connection to the fusion of item-item interactions, especially temporal item

dependency. Besides overall evaluation of different algorithms, Figure 5.3 shows that

MARank is stably superior to other baselines with different length of recommendation

list.

A Study on Data Sparsity (RQ2)

Performance on Different User Groups: In real applications, the number of

feedbacks contributed by a user has a large variance. Most of users have a small

number of feedbacks, which will raise “cold-start” problem. To gain more insight

on the performance of each algorithm, we group users into five classes (i.e. <10,

[10,20), [20,50), [50,100), >=100) based on the number of observed feedbacks. The

results are shown in Figure 5.4. Due to the limited space, we only present evaluation
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results on Rec@20 and NDCG@20. We find that recall ratio decreases as the growing

number of observed feedbacks. Most of the algorithms perform very well on user group

with greater than 100 feedbacks, in particular, GRU4Rec+ achieves very high NDCG

score on this group. It indicates that RNN-based methods favor long transaction

sequence, but not short sequence. The results also demonstrate that MARank can

have overall superior performance over different user groups. Ratio of Training

Samples: To further validate the capacity of dealing with sparse dataset, we evaluate

top-2 baselines (i.e. TranRec, FPMC) and MARank with different proportion of

training samples. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. We can see that MARank

still outperforms baselines in both NDCG@20 and Rec@20 metrics. As increasing

the ratio, all of methods achieve better recall score. These observations verify that

MARank can cope with data sparsity problem very well.

Analyzing Components of MARank (RQ3)

In this section, we will do ablation study on the impact of number of prior items and

the contributions of individual- and union-level item-item dependency. Due to the

limited space, we only explore the impact of different level item-item relations and

the order of Markov chain, i.e. hyper-parameter n. In following experiments, the

number of residual layers for ResNets are set to 2.

Individual- or Union-level: We study the influence of different types of item-item

transition dependency. From the experimental results shown in Table 5.3, we can

find that keeping only individual- or union-level can reduce the recommendation per-

formance. Comparing with MARank-U, MARank-I has more stable ranking quality,

which might give a hint that individual-level item-item relevance has positive impact

on forecasting user’s preference.

Orders of Markov chain: From previous analysis, we have demonstrated that

modeling the Markov chain pattern is very essential for next-item recommendation.
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Table 5.3: Performance with different level of item-item interactions. MARank-I
or MARank-U represents MARank with only individual- or union-level item-item
dependency.

Methods Yelp Movies&TV

Metrics@20 Rec Pre NDCG MRR Rec Pre NDCG MRR

MARank-I 0.0755 0.0185 0.0475 0.0175 0.0635 0.0153 0.0405 0.0158

MARank-U 0.0731 0.0178 0.0456 0.0168 0.0616 0.0148 0.0374 0.0145

MARank 0.0785 0.0195 0.0509 0.0183 0.0680 0.0162 0.0441 0.0170
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Figure 5.6: The impact of Markov chain length.

Generally, MARank can achieve better and better performance on most of dataset

when increasing the number of prior items, i.e. hyper-parameter n. In this study,

we validate different choices of n (from 2 to 10 in our experiments). With results

shown in Figure 5.6, n = 6 gives the best performance. Such observation happens,

presumably, because sequential pattern does not involve a very long sequence.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we design a multi-order attentive ranking model, MARank, for se-

quential recommendation by unifying general and sequential patterns. We conduct

extensive experiments on multiple large scale datasets and find that MARank sig-

nificantly outperforms other baselines. In this work, we only model the dynamic

user-item interactions. In real applications, sequential prediction usually involves

with heterogeneous information domains. However, exploring temporal evolution of

various types of information resources still remains to be a big challenge.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Directions

6.1 Summary

Leveraging the idea of ranking optimization to explore the entity relation provides a

flexible way to learn graph representation for various downstream tasks, such as item

recommendation, node classification etc. In this thesis, we take item recommendation

as the research object and target several challenges which are still less studied but very

important for better understanding and improving the pairwise ranking optimization

problem. In particular, we make the following contributions:

- We propose to view user’s short-term preferences over items from multiple per-

spectives, and design a corresponding multi-order attentive neural model to

extend user’s general preference by fusing both individual- and union-level tem-

poral item-item correlations.

- The proposed attention model can learn the contribution of encoded features of

sequential items from different order, which keeps the individual-level item-item

interaction by augmenting the contribution of relevant items, but downplays the

irrelevant ones. MLP encoder with residual structure can help to learn high-

order sequential dependency among items from union-level perspective.

- We conduct thorough experiments on studying the impacts of different compo-

nents on the performance of MARank, and show that it outperforms state-of-

the-art baselines in terms of different ranking metrics.
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• In Chapter 3, we confirmed that classical ranking metrics like MAP, MRR, AUC

can be unified in a general pairwise ranking loss. Through optimizing the unified

pairwise loss, we can integrate multiple types of relations better inferring user’s

preference over items via generalizing the 0/1 relations to probability-based

relations through a random walk strategy in a user-item bipartite graph.

• In Chapter 4, we indicated out edge- and vertex-level imbalance problem raised

in pairwise learning loss, and provide theoretical analysis that the imbalance

issue could lead to frequency clustering phenomenon and vanishing gradient at

the output loss. To address the class-imbalance and vanishing gradient problem,

we design an adaptive negative sampling method with a reject probability based

on items’ degree differences.

• In Chapter 5, we examined the impact of multiple sequential patterns on in-

ferring users’ preferences over items, and confirmed that proposed adaptive

sampler in dealing with recommendation tasks beyond static interaction graph.

We proposed to view user’s short-term preferences over items from multiple

perspectives, and design a corresponding multi-order attentive neural model

to extend user’s general preference by fusing both individual- and union-level

temporal item-item correlations.

6.2 Future Directions

The word described in this thesis focuses on learning entity representations as a

pairwise ranking optimization problem. While the challenges we studied not only

remains for item recommendation, but also in a more general case (i.e. contrastive

graph representation learning). There are many other potential research directions

to further improve the effectiveness and efficiency of contrastive graph representation

learning.
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Knowledge Transfer across Ranking Models. Adaptive samplers can im-

prove the ranking model training process by feeding the most contrastive entity pairs.

However, it needs to continue querying the score of a negative candidate until find-

ing a violated sample. That will cost lots of computation resources especially for

deep ranking models. We can explore a knowledge transfer strategy based on a

trainer-trainee framework to transfer knowledge across different deep ranking models,

going beyond conventional single ranking model optimization task. Usually a machine

learning task can be divided into three parts, i.e. data, hypothesis, and learner. After

settling down the hypothesis and learner, typical learning procedures are traversing

prepared training data by finite times until converging to an early stopping criterion.

Inspired by recent idea from learning to teach, we can set an extra agent acted as a

“teacher” to help the target machine learning agent to find an optimal solution faster

by querying the learning state of the target model. However, such framework can not

be directly applied to our problem since it will cost massive computation resources. In

future work, we propose to explore the transferrable knowledge in a shared individual

graph across different models. Initial experimental results demonstrate that partial

knowledge can be transferred from shallow to deep ranking model. We propose a

learning cycle to make knowledge mutually transfer between shallow and deep model.

Knowledge Transfer among Multiple Graphs. The observation in individual

graph knowledge transfer drives us to study knowledge transfer cross different graphs.

It’s a very challenging problem because graph is a classical discrete structure and

different domains may not have shared nodes with each other. But we can build

connection between graph structure and the impact of random walks on the output

of representation learning methods. Through the connection, we can train a universal

generator of graph embedding distribution as a model-agnostic prior to new node

representation tasks.

Robust Noisy Labelling Contrastive Learning. In contrastive graph rep-
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resentation learning, we tend to assume that existing edges or observed correlated

instances are positive sample, otherwise negative ones. However, the data sparsity

issue might lead to a wrong assumption on the unseen connections due to lack of

chance to examine their relations. Let’s suppose a pair of nodes without edges in a

graph, but they can reach other in just few steps. From the view of graph structure,

they are not totally independent to each other. Taking a social graph as an example,

two users who are not friends in a social graph does not mean that they will not

become a friend to each other in future. Based on these observations, we indicate

out that there might exist noisy labelling in general contrastive learning objectives.

It’s critical to design a strategy which can help to avoid false negative samples for

learning better graph representations.
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